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Task I - Power System Mndeling Techniques
| I. Literature search - over ;'.00documents were reviewed for applic-
ability to modeling techniques. Each model's capability/
Iimitations/c(,astraintswere determined.
2. Industry survey - telephorm contacts were made to industry to
deterlninestate-of-the-art modeling techniques.
I 3. Ideal system modeling techniques were defined.
Task 2 - Component Modeling Techniques
I. Existing models of solar arrays, batteries, shunt regulators, DC-D(
converters and distribution networks were analyzed and the
adequacy of each model was detel;mined.
I Task 3 - Colllpi'ehensivePower System Analytical Modeling Approach
I. lt,_,t.ingrequired to obtain accurate component models was determined
'2. l'rocedur,,_,were outlined for developing a comprehensi\,,power
S vs tetllS model .........
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Pl_w_.r suh_yste, nl ;_nalyl:Ical Im_,hfl_; have, l_,_,n ugt,d l_.v H,vc,rn.l_,ul and io,.lu',Irv
for sp,lc.ocr_lfl: de,_t_]ll 1.O pOt'F¢ll'lll colll'i!lllr,I I 'Ion l.r,|d(,-o II_;, d_,l.q,rillinc, In,r flil'llhllicP,
51.)[_CiFI '' '"111_11 alld ol_:ct.rlcal illl.lq'Fdlil!g, vc,ri "y ',l.al/i lil. v ,Ind d,,lurl,in_, ,,Ic,_'-
l.romagnt_,tic conll)al'.ibilil, y Imlr_lin:_. Fr_,Iluenl. l v, ,lo_h,l,, Pruvid,, ,In,l'lyl.i(:al ,hll.a
i, :.;upporl of in..orbit an_mlaly resolui.iun or pr_,divl lul.ur_, calhll_ilil.y I:,n,,i_ipr-
tn!l de!lraded operal.ion.
Model :_ wil 1 play al| illlllori,|l+t, tel (, i, de,.,i!), ,illtl ve,l"i 'l'icat, io, of fIll.tit't,
large space plat, form and space statio, power :,ubsystem:_. ii is tl_,rt, thai. ihe
need is most crlt.ical l)ecaus_; design verificat.io, through integrat_d systems
tests will be prohibitively expensive or impossible.
Consider a large space station with an orbital lifetime of I0 to 30 years.
Experiment and power source modules having power characteristics unknown at.
the time of space station power system design will be launched into orbit by
the SFS and attached to the orbiting station. It is planned that new modules
be attached to the st,ation many years ai;ter siation launch. Discoverim) power
I systen_ incompatibility at the time of attachment will be expensiw, since an
STS flight must be repeated if in-orbit repair is not possible. Instability
of the power bus due to incompatibility may result in a dangerous conditio.
for the entire station.
Therefore, a comprehensive power system nlodelwhich is more accurate and
flexible than today's models is required to verify through analysis, rather
than integrated system tests, large power system performance and stability.
This is a significant departure from today's integrated system verification 1
through testi,_j prior to launch. This report addresses improveme,ts needed
in current models and provides a roadmap t.o development of a comt>r_,hensive
power system nlodel.
S Iii1P11
I his },t udy eXillllill('S '_l_a_ecral't power :;lll_':y';iL'lll lllOdi!l '., _I!; do{'ililII,l|t(,d ill i hi'
I it el'at LlrO dl_d d_; ,l_,t L,l'lllillOd i'rolll _I '_;l.lrvov oI' _.]_.)vl.,rlllllelll d!ll'llV i{", ,ind il_du,.;lrv.
,, _. lhe slate-_,l-the-art is ('Olllpdrud lO desired VL_IIII)I'('hI'IISiVO powl_r ',HI,',V';tl'III lllodul
!
dl, i.ribule,3. Weaknesses or inJdeqthlCie'.; in clll'rl,lll lllodl._l'_ ,lt't' id,,r.t if'ied a:,
al'(!,l:, lot 1111pl'oVi'llli'llt. All alq.)ro,lt-h to COl,prehuu.;iw, pm_er ._;Lll_y;,ll'lll lllOdt'1 devulop-
. lllel}t is pt'e_,uni ed iouut her wi th ru_omme,dal ie,,, for t e,,i data ha,,,, ,.levelopmunt







The study ohjectiw._ were I:od(,torminet.h_capabiliti_.,sof power ._yst_m
modeling technique_ pr_en'l:lyu_od by government and 'ndu._;try;t,n characterize
available AC modeling capabilities for p(_w_r._iyst_mcompon(;r_1._,typically
utilized in 2_15 kW power systems; to delin{_atecomponent modeling 'l:(_,chniqu_
, improvements, permitting accurate simulation nf AC and DC characteristics
of power system components; to develop an approach for orderly accomplishment
of necessary ana]ys(:_,s and device t(:;sting whi(_h support d(,v(,Iopmu, l; of a
comprehensive power system analytical tool.
SUMMARYOF RESULTS
We recommend a set of four fundamental model types, each of which
performs a different, essential task. Together this program set comprises
a comprehensive power subsystem model.
_, I. A power subsystem sizing and synthesis program, capable of
,, estimating cost, mass, volume, area, and other attributes
of a single-point design. This would be used only during :i
m the conceptual design phase of a spacecraft program.
2. A DC model of the power subsystem and its interfacing sub- 1
systems. This is used during phases* B, C, D, and E of the i
spacecraft program for studies of power consumption, responses
of the subsystem to environmental changes, and prediction of 1
steady-state voltage and current throughout the subsystem. 'i
v
3. A small-signal AC model of the power subsystem and its com- '.
pon_ _. This is used in phases C, D, and E for the purposes !i
of es_..,natinnsubsystem and intercomponent stability, bus i:
- transients,impedance, and for determination of responses to small-signal iii
I]
4. A large-signal transient model used during phases C, D, and E
• of the program for the purpose of determining the respon_,e of
the subsystem to large transients such as state changes andfaults.
In the preceding paragraphs, model requirements have been defined. In the
followintl are defined certain essential attributes or characteristics which
_- all of the models must have in common to create a comprehensive modeling _i
-..- , and analysis capability.
" The mission phases are defined in Se_Lion 3.t)
v il
00000001-TSA08
a) COlnmnnalil.yand c_milh._til_ilit.y:l.,ivhof I.IH,I.YlJ_'_of Im_d(,l_;
IIIUSLmalnI,vlr_a ccmml{_nali ,ynf r_,fnrtmt:(,with ,_ll(._fIho nthorg;
i,o,, they llliI5t,:llI prudILL th(}gilliIOilltril_Iii.e,g_IndI)Ofliii'iilil/iCo
For i:h()5_IIIIL)_;ulmy_i.eltl,
b) Mndularli.y: Iach el liraL(mlI,._n4mi.:,¢_I"I.ho.Imwnr nIIh_;ysi.(ml
slmuld h_>mudolnd as an Indolmnd(mi:mnduln havln!ltlm i'nII_wlml
a l,i' riLHlio';:
m Cap_hlu (_fbeing (_purai,_,dindelmn(h,HI.lyan a ('.ompoHoHIm(tdel.
e Cap,lhleel'being int(,uvai.edifd;oa power !;ub:LVsI,emmodel,
e CaI_ableoF replacinq or being replaced by aH alterndllv_
model having different inpul-requirements.
e Data hase - each module must be provide" with an independent
data base specifically suited to its own needs.
c) Efficient use of both core memory and computation time.
d) Verifiability: Models should be verifiable as independent
modules and as a coml)lete integrated power subsystem. Veri-
fication data base IIIust be provided independent of the model
input dai:a base. ,i
e) Operational simplicity: The models must be designed for use
by a working power subsystem engineer whose understandiHg of
the program and computational facility are limited, Clearly
stated, complete user documentation is essential to the
successful use of such a complex set of models.
Consideration will also be given to the development of a program control
format based upon MENUselection of program functions. This is desirable on
systems containing CRT displays, and the potential advantages of such a
system in terms of user simplicity and compatibility are great eHough to
deserve consideration.
Models may be divided into two categories: existing models which require
only adaptation to the program structure, and new or improved mod(,Is which
require dew,lopment. New Inodeldevelopment,proceeds through trade studies
to select the dpproach to he used, development of the mathelllaticaloi" logical
algorithm, and coding. Trade studies arid algorit.hnl dew,lopme,_t cat, be doH_,
" prior to oi"coHdurr(,HLlywith th(,pYoqralllstrucIut't_ development, Coding






For tllos_,indpl_;wlln_i,c_mcc_pL,:,ar_ w_lI undprst,ood, a d_lLaa_:qui';ll.ioll
I,
cod_. I-I_w_wpr.wlmrn l-lmiliiJdpla !I_)rll,hm_;have,,V_HIn he,_h,vf_I.i..I,lhe fnrm
_)ftIlndai,,lr_,q.irnd,and in _i_)Innca_,n_i,I,Imklnd _)Idaia rnquIr_,dI._In°_)vld.
a. i.pui,I_ liramod_tlar_ unknnwn or ilI_d_,flnn,d I:'nri-,hn_,nc,a,ie,,,ii,will
b__,necn_ary l,_}d_fer t,he dew:llil.illli_lltOf a dai:aacqlIi,_ilt olll}t'l_qI',llllll i:'lI
i,he alg.rii:hn_In h. u_o,dhas linend_i;In(,d.
Fi!lurn,3-'._(page 3-13) i_how._,a !_u!igest_,d_-_(:hudulefor mod_.,l,_.d daI'aha._,e.
duvulolmle,ni:. This schedule is flexible, a.d is capable of resH_).dlngio w_ria-








Thn ,flrnwth I. thp. '.;tip. and cnmplr_×ity nl ,;l_a(:(,cri_fl. I_nw('r ,,v,;tnm_,,
cc_ul-}led wt th hi!llHq' equi l)llle,nl, _iwl l.chitlq lre(lU_mci _,'; and a. i u_:r_:,l',c, i rl
; payIo,.id";P,ll':,itivil:yI:[_hll_11[)'!111,ihl!;t'()Cl.l!ied_Il.l,_mtiIillrilla curr_,nl:llhl,l[ir
: dt_f'Ici(!llcy..l:hnahility i,_d(,si!Inand h_,,l:larfl_lJm'_er_.vl,i,,.;,l:xi_;l,Inq
analytical ,Imh_l_(_'I:_pac_.c,raft l._W_-m,;,y_,tom,ghaw_ n(.Jtkel.d;,ahroa,il:with
l,hese ev.lv Inu requirelllo,nt_ialld,il,,by';l,(_lll!,! t'ClWi11_;iZ0,_i-ll('r(_ai"(_
pracl',ical'Imitsin i:heal)ilityto ground l.eF;t,fully 'Integrat_:dl_.wer
systems, Recent a.omalous beh_iviorexperienced ml hoth NASA and Air r:urce
satellites underscores the need for butter model log techniques i'orboth
tl_edesign of stable power systems and the efficient management of power
during the mi;;sion, l'hedevelolmlent,of accurate analytical modeling
techniques was cited ms a highest priority item by the Power Subsystems
Panel at the OSTA/OAST Flight Technology Improvement Workshop in 1979.
Utlcertdinties in the analytical modeling of power systems are
derived from two basic sources: first, the component characteristics,
especially tileAC characteristics, are unknown or at best poorly defined." Consequently, DC models are used for most analyses, coupled with approxi-
mations for solar array simulations. Secondly, all-up systems testing
with illuminated solar arrays has become impractical for multikilowatt
systems due to the large area of illumination required and the risk of
damage to the fragile lightweight structure deployed in a gravitational
k, field. These problems will be significantly aggravated for the even
larger systems projected for the future.
_.. In those cases in which the inadequacy of DC power system modeling
:II has been recognized, dynamic analyses have been performed. However, tl_ese
_' analyses llave proven to be both time consuming and e:'pensive. In addition,
the a:lalyseshave been handicapped by unknown or uncertain component
characteristics. Only through a more thorough knowledge of both tl_e AC
and DC characteristics of the devices which make up tile power system coln-
ponents can the AC/DC characteristics of the components be _ccurately
. simul_ted. With the accurate modeling of the components, future power
syst(:n| design and evaluation can be ac_:omplished by the synthesi_ of tile





pawnr ,sysl:O.ll15 will alum i._r_)vldc, fl_r accurai:P, sllllulation _f tim _.mlar array
" and bili:tpry, pp.rllllttln!l r_all*;i:lc qr()l_nd l:r._,iiIn_t hi" l:h(_ ,.,y_il;nnland rpliaFI(,
:;y_;i:_.m(h_vfqnl-_I,mll:.rlli_;d(_.w_.l(_iml_ntw,ul(li:,l_:ilil;ai._,l.h(a_lv',I',_)i
SI!VI'eali_lq_r_._,__:Im,;whi(:b((.iIiI_l,,,_t.i,;fya ,;nl._i (II_!llr¢_quiFf._llli-_lll,,, Tl d
allnw optlnYIzatlmlof'i,Im(_vm_,_llImWm" _,.w,lc,lll.
The _i;udywan divid(._dInl;(_i;Ilr_nI)arii_:I.il,ik!;which drr_di_um_,nI._din
thi:;final r(!I.mrt:
a ) 'ra_!}_k.1 . ,__P(-)w_(_r ,sX}_J,(:!11.M(Ld£_.Ii!i._:'l'_._',!1.n.i/.E!!,;
Conduct a ,_tate-of-the-artstlrveycoml)'In(:dwith a COml_r(_l-len_;Iv_._
review of power systeln COml_ui:er lllod(-_ling technlqueslaPl_roacheb u,.;ed
by industry for performing an accurate simulation of system perfor-
I,ance of both earth-orbiting and interplanetary probe spacecraft.
Identify the significant capabilities and drawbacks of each analytical
technique, along with the areas in modeling which require significant
improvements. Determine the simulation adequacy of dynamic load
changes on the power bus performance.
b) Task 2 - Power S_stem Component Modeli__n_9
Determine the adequacy of each AC and DC characteristic modeling
technique for the components typically used in power systems operating
in the 2 to 15 kW range. The improvements required in each of the
modeling techniques will be specified, along with the degree of un-
certainty associated with the present modeling approach.
c) Task 3 - Comprehensive Power System Analvtica_ Modelinq Approach
Outline the necessary procedures to permit the development of a compre-
hensive power system analytical model. This will occur after the review
of the available analytical modeling techniques and will also include
the areas in modeling which will require upgrading. Also to he 'identi-
fied are any power system component or device testing required to
assemble the AC and DC characterization data base from which the
. component and power system models can be de.rived. The recomm_,r}ded






'1. l Stildy_.OhIJ:cJLivn';and T!!_ik.r;
Thn llr'Imilrynhjncl.ivn(if1-.hi',inlILlaI pha,,n_I:l.linpt}w_rT_iviy._iI.nlll
lllndn]III(Idnvnl(}l:llllc)lltir,I;11dnfinn thn rnquirr)lllnn|;5iIFilc(_llllllrnhl!fl',ivn





'Ta,_;k',_. llelt()rttl'ltt(}tim iml_rovumuni,required el"each tiKHh.!l.
T_isk3. lh_finethe requir_Im]nt_-,of a clmlpletepower ,,ub:_ytltem
model, and the pro_:uduru_for d(w(_lopmunt,uf a mudel
and data b_-,
l.2.1 Tasks 1 I 2 - Power SubT_s'lelllModels Presently_in Use
........................................
l .2.I. 1 Steady State DC Perforlilance Models
It is in this class of complete power subsystem models that the most
extensive body of work was encourtered. Most models are similar in nature,
consisting of the major power subsystem components modeled empirically and
tied together by a spacecraft-unique model of power subsystem logic. They
have no AC or electrical transient capability, although some are capable of
simulating thermal transients.
1.2.1.2 Small Signal (Linearized) AC Models
Such models are used primarily For stability analysis. Individual
component Thevenin-equivalent l inearlzed models are available for most
components, but vary considerably in validity and applicability. Combi-
nations of two or more such models have been made for specific stability
analyses. All-up power subsystem models of this type have not been found.
1. 1.3 d_ J
Transient models of adequate accuracy are available for only a few
power subsystem components. An all-up transient model of a dir(:,ct energy
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iI, Iml_'lrt_,_l w,lvq,',h,lp_, I,_.h,l
4, I.',()M.t_AI/IIII lerl;u_',k mu(h!l (A-;",')
'lira 'l,uk-up I,ible ,ludul i', ,l I}C st-.(,ac.ly._l.al-,t-_modul (i.,.hur,lal I.ran','i(_nL_ _:dn
hu folluwud), ,.._r,,Il_a:,l,.,_.-,nwiduly u.'-_edhy many c,mpanle.;,,l-h_,model need!, 1:ilnl.WOV'.!l,(!tlt ill PI_I ici(!ncy llluth!l in!j allcl ht;tl[, g(,llet'a'l.'lull ra'te cum_. ,,ai:it_,
lhe modeIs are not universally applicable, l]ifferunt data ha,, ,,'Ist.
be used for differunt orbits, and to simulate ba%ery we':, t. ., _.ce
models are ,vailable only for Ni(ld batteries. _'.,_ ", ,,odel of NiH 2
or Ayll_ was found.
The equivalent-circuit model is also a steadJ,-state model. It has
the advantage of greatly reduced data storage requirements. As far as can
be detel'mined, _his model has not been pursued since being reported in 1970.
The empirical waveshape model also has not been pursued after initial
development. The pressure predictions of the model are not accurate and
require improvement. It appears to be valid only for low earth orbit (LEO)
appl ications.
Tile COMSAl-/Billerbeck model (Reference 22) considers only discharge
and therefore would have to be expanded if it is to be included in an
overall power syslem model.
Power l}istril_ution
Two modeling al.q)roa_.hus were encnunterud:
I. Optimizatiun based on max,;
;: Old imizalion ba'.-_edon ,,o,,t
i






In the first ca_e, the (}xl!;tingmodel:_do not account for fuse, :;witchand
JJ
connect(}rfosse)s,which in _ome case_ could owrrld_ conductor l(}s,;es.In
the.second cas(_,th_ optimum conductor croF;Ssc_ctionalarc,a is d()ternvlrmd
as a function of the cost of:tlm conducLor, energy stora(je,solar array,
thermal control and power conw_.rsion. Both modc,ls can be adapted for use
l'yan overall systems model. Neither is suitahle for use as a p(,rformance
lliodel,ei l:herAC ()rDC. .:
Sol,_r_ArT_z
Because of the increasing size and reduced specific mass of future
solar arrays, all-up testing may not be feasible, and accurate modeling
becomes increasingly important.
Existing steady-state DC models of solar array electrical performance
are generally very good, although shadow effect treatment and multiple sun
1
illumination levels both require improvement.
Small-signal AC models are available, giving good first-order results, i_
They are relatively easy to use. The needed data can be measured or computed 1
without great difficulty. Considerable improvement in model results should
be achievable by the addition of parasitic wiring capacitance, capacitance,
cell-to-substrate capacitance, and photo-inductance effects to the model.
Three general approaches were found:
I. Model each cell individually.
2. Model the array as a multiple of a single cell.
3. Combinations of 1 and 2.
The first approach found provides a highly accurate performance analysis
of an exisLing solar array, but requires voluminous data input and exces-
sive measurement and computation cost.
The second presumes a single, uniform cell characteristic. Because
of the large number of ceils and their well controlled characteristics,
this approach models the characteristics of the array (without failures)
nearly a_ w_,ll as the first. However, its handling of an array _)ntaining
_._.;_i failed or shadowed cells is inferior to that of the first. !






1 T_ provid(, adeql.lat_ IIIndel111(.1Cal_ahility liar 1,he :_hunt (or partial shunt)
reyulal,_ri11a gatellite pnw_,ryoni,,ral,i¢)n,_ul_ny*.;temu:,itlga ScalarArray
Swil:chin!l lhlil, (SASU), a i}ptw()rk ,iPl)r_)ach 1,(_im)d_qinf} mi}y I)()IIl()|'p appro-
pr'iat(), lhc, ()ql_tv,li_,nl, nel.work at)pr()a(:h hd', I.hc_advantages nF r_quirin(1
iIlirlima] 'init.ii|] ei:f_ri., is uil_,ily ,_ll,(,red, pr(}vid(,.*; (:agy pr(_cliction of
individual c(mlponent behilvt_r, and all(_ws iarqt, si.(lnal, _;mall _;i!lnal and
DC perfarmance analysis, as well as power cti:_:,il_al, i(In predictions, The.
network approach has disadvantages° in that a ;;ophistic,lted(:ompul.erprogram
with large network ::apacityis required, and that parameters for individual
.-_, element Inodelsmust be obtained.
• Building blocks exist for both approaches to shunt regulator modeling
(i.e., element models, element s-domain descriptions, and analysis programs.
The synthesis of these blocks into an effective shunt regulator model to pro-




= The individual component models described above can be integrated
into a complete power subsystem through the use of a power-control model.
The spacecraft-specific power control model embodies all of the power sub-
..--#
system control logic, including:
• Battery charge/discharge controls
o Switching controls
•_. o Eclipse - daylight controls
;. m Sensor elements necessary to control subsystem logic.
w
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_,,. 1,2,2 Ta_k ;i _ M_cl_.].Do.vg]c)1_!tlg!Lt:.P.rn_:.odu.re_t,, ,
I! For the dew_lol]l_¢)ntt_f,|naccurate pnw_r subt_y_t_;mmodel, the following
i.i_ are re.qulred:
_'Ji_i' II A model of each power subsys'l;(-mlCOml._nent,(:nmpl(!l.(-,with mo(h_l
algoril.hm, and an adequate data base.
o A flexible, dynamic program structure capal)loof accolmmdatin!i
a wide variety of componunt models, some of which are presently
ill-defined.
The comprehensive model is envisioned as a set of compatible specific
purpose programs, each of which calls upon a library of power subsystem
component models and data to model a wide range of power subsystem configura-
tions. This approach minimizes both complexity and cost, while covering the
entire range of model requirements, from the simplest sizing model through
DC and AC performance, to the most complex transient model.
C Driver program structure will require a flexible means of data storage
and communication, so as to permit use of a wide variety of component models.
Initial effort will focus on program structu_'edevelopment. This will#.
permit the program to be used as soon as the first component models are
available. This ensures program availability in the third year of the
five-year effort.
_ e.s_t._._Cg!!_91Len._,s
Component testing is required to generaI:e an adequate data base.
Battery testing is required to improve the efficiency/state of charge model
and the heat generation/pressure model; and to expand its usefulness to a
wider range t_f orbits, voltages, temperatures, etc,
In the area of power electronics, testinq is required to characterize
devices based on _;merging technoloqy, such as high voltage hybrid switches
to be used for solar array reconflquration and power bus control, MOSFETS
to be used for digital control of st)fararrdys, and integrated circuits to
:- be used to contrt}lswitches.
ONNNNNNt _T _ I_hA
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" Solar array testi))qis requiredto developan accurat_tra)1_i(}nt
ollodel.The dynamic ImpndanceIs _ fun(:tionof vc)ltage,indclJrr())11:.A
betterunder,._tandinqof pla_mi_effects is n()edodbnfare,:lmodol (an ho
developed,
Analysisor testingis requiredto improvethe discreteawrage
model of the duty cycle modulator. The inaccuracyis particularlypro-
nouncedfor high performanceconvertersemployingmultiloopcontrol.
The model is also unableto handleabnormalconverteroperationssuch as
peak currentprotectionmode of operation,saturationof magnetic compo-
nents,and saturationof op-amp in the feedbackcontrolloops.
The discretetih}edomainmodel is relativelyineffectivefor large
scale system simulation. The generalcircuitanalysistechniqueis
fairlywell developedin SPICE2 and SCEPTREwhich are availablecomputer
# programs.
i_ I-_)





Ii ,. 2.0 POWER SYSIFM MODE,ING I',_ICI,NIQU_'S(IASK I)
Figure 2-1 _Hmws tile w{)rk i:l_w f(_r 'l,l_k 1. A lil.o.ral.ur(_ _(_ar,:h was
_E., per fo rlllO, d j 11 oPdo, r to r(?v i {)w ex j ,31,I tl(], pklwer !;,y!_ telll C()lllpUter medialt n,q tech-
i niques u_ed by industry to simulate spacecraft,power systo.ml)erformance.
I, Over 200 papers/documents were identified and cate_.Iorlzedinto nne of
" five areas:
I. Power Supply Electronics
• 2. Batteries
3. Solar Arrays
4. Solar Array Switching
5. Power Systems
Each document/paper was reviewed, and those having power system modeling
applications listed in Appendix A. For each reference, the significant _i
capabilities and drawbacks of the analytical technique were identified i
,!
together with areas which require significant improvement. This informa-
tion is summarized on technology evaluation summary charts. Each chart
includes source identification, purpose and model description, capabilities,
limitations and constraints, and areas of improvement. Technology
evaluation charts are in Appendix A.
In addition to the literature search, an industry survey was conducted
to determine on-going effort in power system modeling techniques. Results




Several hatter,vperformance models have been encountered in the
literature:
li _ 1. A ".ook-up table mudel ,rol_(_sed by Bauer (A-2B) in which thecharacterist:icsof the battery are stored i, a lar!ledata bank.
l_i,t,,irnt(,rpol.ltionand double-intt,rpolatienroutines are used
_.iI#_ t.o find battery voltages, efficiencies, e.l.c. Tile ba1.1ery lllt)de}
'!i is int.e!irat(:d into a complete power subsystem model by use of -'
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This model consists of several ind(+pendentmodels, each of which
is designed to represent a different uharacteristic of the battery cell.
r
These are :
I. Data bank consisting of battery voltage as a function of
relative current [current/cell capacity (A-Hr)], temperature,
relative state of charge (percent remaining charge), and state
of charge at the end of the preceding discharge (relative).
By entering this data bank with temperature, state of charge,
and depth of discharge arguments, and performing multiple
interpolations, a single current-voltage curve for the cell
at the desired set of conditions is obtained.
2. An efficiency model consisting of the incremental cell
efficiency as a function of relative charge current and temp-
erature, lhis table is wllid only for the case in which the
battery is charged from zero state of charge, and must be used
with an accompanying algorithm to determine efficiencies during
recharge from higher states oi:charge.
3. A battery heat c,leneratlon model. This has taken several forms
as the programs evolved, and is now an approxinlationof the
thermodynamic heat generation properties at: the battery cell,
including enerqy storage as oxygen prtt_sure, This permit+,;
modt,lingof tht,delay in hi,att,volutiont+xpt,rienced in actual
battery cells on reputitive cycling.
'+m
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II HEATGENERATION- CEIL HEATGENERATION'MODELStWEAK- OFTENGIVE POOR
RESULTSWHENORBITPARAMETERSCHANGED
O MULTIPLEORBITS - MODELSFREQUENTLYDONOTGIVE STABLERESULTSAND
' DRIFT, RESULTSNOTIN AGREEMENTWITHFLIGHTDATA










Thn Iook_uj ,mdp.1lla_Im(m u,.;edaftpr varyin.qdn.qrnp.,nf mndiflcatiun,;
by .._nvnralinGtltuti(_n_,with a varyin_ dp(Ir(_:of r,uccn._,. JPI.ha_,modifi,,d
'itfor u._nwlth Intorplan_tary r,pacecraft, An indppnndp.ntly_(mnratnd
:., tabular ,mdnl wan madn for thn SKYLAI_ ImW(-_.r_;llh_yf,t.pm _,uh._,titul'Inq an avnra,q(_
,, rnchargf_ratin nfflciency m(_dcqfnr tim int:r_:m(_ntalInnd(;lf}f¢(,IIc,fficlenc'l()s.
't; NASA/I_SFC lts()s a ._tlll'll ar l_{_k_up mndnl fnr g(._nnr_l p_wur ,.,ub:,ylil, ulil (_val ui;lt troll;,
_9dol C,?J}a!)'l!tt'J.es: When ¢Olllbtn(-!d with a hattery (;ll_rge iil()d(,l, a
( thermal model, and a power },()ur(;e nlod{!l, l.h(! battery model is (;al)ahlo
_-:J of making mlnute-by-mlnute predictions of battery voltag(,,current
-\ temperature, state of charge and, potentially, internal cell oxygen
;i partial pressure. In effect, it "flies" the battery through its
-_ mission, predicting all of the important characteristics of the
battery in relationship with its environment. With additional
programming, it is capable of simulating the performance of a battery




Model Limitations: The look-up table model has a numbe_ of limita-
-_ tions: l) It is incapable of modeling electrical transients. It
is useful only at steady state. (Thermal transients, except in
..:..
--__ masses of very small time constant, can be followed accurately, pro- _.
_) vided that the interval between computations is short)_ 2) It does
_!._ not account for actu._lcapacity degradation due to loss of active
materials, or conversion of active materials to the inactive state
with cell usage. Instead, these losses are modeled as a voltage ]
i" degradation, and reqqire replacement of the current-voltage data
i. set with a "degraded" set. The input data for the characteristics
_i_ of the battery have to be modified for each set of battery conditions. !
Since these data consist of voluminous five-dlmensional t_hles, it !




Potentialfor improvement: Area_;in which impr_v(-:mentsc(mld enhanc:v
the usefulness or range of applivahility of thv pro,qram_ ar(_:
e Developmentof an algorithmfor manipulatlonof the.voltage and
efficiencydata bases to reflect the variation in cell charac-
teristicswith life or cycle histo_,'y.This would increasethe
range of applicabilityof the program.
• Developmentof an improvedefficiencymodel. This would
enhance accuracyof heat generationresults, and state of
charge results.
e Developmentof an improved heat generationmodel.
E__quivalentCircuit_1odelof Zimmermanand Paterson(A-_7)
This model consistsof a batterysteady-stateequivalentcircuit
comprisedof two or more largP capacitors,a bidirectionaldiode,pair, and
a networkof re,sisters. The bidirectionaldiode pair simulatesbattery
cell voltagehysteresisand batteryheat generati_n,
M.__gd_,l__._Capel_)i_li_t_!_e_s:The model simulatesthe generalshap_ nf the
batterycharge and dischargecurws, and th_._offset betw[_._ntllem.With the
additionof considerdblecompl_xity,it appvdrs_hat thv sam(_mod(_1might
be designedto simulateboth stuad,y-stdte dl,dsmall signal AC bPhaviorand
heat generationhysteresi_causvd by nickel-cadmiumceil t-_xygenst(_rag_.
' ' The amount of data storagerequirudi_ .',mall!o
TI_W38651-00QI i
Ihn _rl.qinal p_;p_r app_ar_d In I_71), and nn furrhr;r dn.v_IcH,m_)nt hal, hr:on
' rnportnd lnadlnq tn tim c_nclu_-;lan that. In _p'lt_; _l' ltr, i_r(-mdr,_,, thn wark t
wa,_ nnl: pur:_uod furttmr, nr wa_ Lln.,il_CCP55ful, N(-)cnmparl'mn 1_ .';h_wn hn_
twnnn fl l!]ht _r tn:;1, data and the, _.nll0pul;ctr prod l(.;l l_n,,,
MtLdn].__l!m!ta_tis_n.r,: (hm {._f tl_, difficlrltie,; p_r,_l,nl, i_d by thi', m_df_l i,i
1:he PnquiPnm_nt fnr lnp_t, data tn a for,1 which 1_; n___Ld'lr_cl I V ii,_a;_ur_,l_le,
'rhn dal;a c(_nw)r_tnn (.',oml_lex'lt;t(.,; at'(! lal'rto, and data a(:qulsiLlon unw'l(;ldy,
A_ inodel 'lmpl_nw_ment_ are made i'or small AC ;;tgnal p_}rformance, for [)xygen
5to_"age model i ng, _-d_c,, these compl e.xt 1:te_, av_ 1i kol y i.,o i n_:r_,as_.,Oeomet_i- _
tally. 1
,!
The "Empirical Wavesnape Model" assumes tile battery charge/dlscharqe charac..
terlstlc wave to consist of three regions, a sloped plateau line In the
told-region, and two exponential functions added to the plateau to simulate
the beginning and end of charge or discharge. The combination of these
three functions model the zero-current cell voltage as a functlon of its
state of charge. Tl_is "zero-current" voltage is then compensated for charge
or discharge currents by adding or subtracting a voltage increment whose
value is a function of the relative current.
The overall model contains a battery pressure and heat generation algorithm
based upon thermodynamic relationships, and a tabular" efficiency model
similar to that descrlbed in the look-up table model.
Model capabilities: The model will predict battery voltage, current,
heat generation rate, state of charge, and internal pressure of the
battery cells. It is capable of expansion to in.lude the modellng
of partially failed cells.
1 2-9
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!I * Model limitations: The model requlrnsan indirectand in some cases
_!i",:; a trial-and-errorderivation,of input parameter_from availablecvcllnq
data. In testinq, the model maintain_:dqno(:laqreementwith at:tual
cyclinqda_,aover the ranqe of D to 75"C in ,i_;i.qlt:l(_we,lrtharl,!l ,,
J
cycle comparisonwith test data. It has never been comparedwith _:,_st
or fliqht data at other temperatures,or at varvinq depths of discharge.
In multiple cycling runs it may require as many as 30 orbits for the
model to converge from the assumed set of conditionsto the final con-
ditions in which equilibriumis achieved. Slmilarly,a large number of
orbits may be required before it settles down as a result of a large
change in system loads. This is not unlike the behaviorof actual
spacecraft.
Accuracy considerations: In the single test in which comparisonswere
made with low earth orbit test cycles,voltage, current, state-of-charge
agreed with test data within I-5%. Pressurepredictionsin a few test
_iI cycles showed a patternof variation in phase with that in the
pressure
I test cells but differentin magnitude by as much as 50 to I00%.
Po_te?tialfor imgrovement: The model fails to take into account the .._
variationin current densitywith state of charge at constant current.
The assumptionsregardingthe rates of reactionassociatedwith the
pressureand recombinationreactionsare oversimplifiedfor best accuracy;
further improvementis possible. 1
COMSAT/BillerbeckModel (A-2;!)
In this case the battery is modeled as a voltage generatorwhose output
is a functionof depth of discharge, in series with a fixed resistor,and
compensatedby temperatureand aging factors. The model considersonly battery
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MODELS FOR 1,7 (RESISTANCE t ACCEPTABLE ACCURACY rOR EARll4 ORBIT, AND SQNI: IN1ERPLANETARY, AT
LOb/ IN]ENSI]Ys L.O.HT_MP, CFLL 1O CFLL VARIATIO;_IS ARE NOT PREDIC-
TAI_LC, (",ISC, "JOt} C),
MODELS FOR 2,_ 1 SMALL. SIGNAL AC MODELS AVAILABLE, NO LARGE SIGNAL OR TRANSIENT
MODELS AVAI LAP,LEo
MODELS FOR _ • ACCURATE MODI:LS AVAIl,ABLE - MAY REQUIRE INTFGRATION WITH PER-
FORMANCI MODI.L,
MODELS FOR _ 1 ACCEPTA[_LE OVERALL MODELS°
MODELS FOR _,,q II ACCIIPI'A_I,E MODELS rOR SILICON PLANAR ARRAYS, t40WI.!VER TtlERMALCYVLING LtILCTS FOR MISSIONS t,ONt;IrR I'ÁIAN .) YIARS IS BASt"D ON
EXTRAPOLATIONS FROM SttORlt+R I'FRM I}ATA,
MODELS FOR 8 e NO ACCEPTABLE MOD[!LS AVAII.ABIE,
MODFLS FOR ]0 II SHADOW ANALY'.;IS CAN l_E TIME CONSUMING FOR ._OHILMISSION._, AN
AUIt}MAIID SY.';I[M IS RIQUIR!D 10 REI)tlCCCOST AND ANALYSIS,
MODELS FUR _] I AcCrPTAI}L[ MODELS EXISI,
CONCENTRATOR ARRAYS II MODELS ARE I_I+INt;DLVLLOI'III_ TLSIINI; RtQUIRID fOR VALIDATION,
II Ntt.D OPIICAI NOl+t,L
I MIRROR AGINt; MoDrl RI'QUIRCP







i., [INcI RIAINI Y/I NADEQUA_,;Y
'll' I FEWDOCUMENTSDEALWITH INTEGRATIONOF SOLARARRAYMODELWITH ENTIRE
POWERSYSTEMSMODEL
_!I , LARGE SIGNAL MODEL REQUIRED
-- ACCOUNT FOR RESISTIVEEFFECTS,CABLING
-- TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
I PLASMA INTERACTION
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Figure 2-I. Classic DC Solar Cell Model
The advantages of the model pictured in Figure 2-I are that it is a
standard model used by many researchers to provide very good first order
predictions of the DC behavior of the solar cell, The simplicity of the
model makes it easy to use. It is necessary to obtain only a few circuit
parameters in order to use the model. Since it is in the form of a circuit
model comprised of standard circuit components, it can be easily used in
conjunction with availabie circuit analysis computer programs.
Other DC circuit models for the solar cells have been developed.
The models are generally refinements of the model seen in Figure 2-I, and
are used to model what might be termed the second order effects in a
solar cell. Generally, additional circuit elements are added in order to
produce the d:sired second order effects, Shown in Figure 2-2 is a multiple
element solar'cell model. This type of multiple element model is used for
such things as precisely modeling the effects of distributed series resistance
or complex voltage dependencies. Mu]tiple element models are also used toI'
model high illumination (concentrator) devices as well as being used for
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Figure 2-2. Multiple-element DC Solar Cell Model. _:
;_ The standard large signal AC solar cell model is shown in Figure 2-3. Like II
: the DC model, this model is simple and easy to use, producing good first ."!I
J' order results. Various techniques are given in the literature for measuring _.!,:!
the data and performing the calculations for obtaining the values of the _i_.j i
model parameters. For the first order AC model the parameters are dependent ,,"
;-) upon output voltage and current, cell temperature, cell illumination, and ":
!_ of course, physical cell dimension. It is therefore necessary to take these
dependencies into account wllen model parameters are calculated ,!
RS
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_llld i'dil,l{:i|oi", 'ill I}{llll l.hu IIC ,llld A(] IIIlld('l',, ({:alMU. it,lll{'l _ ,llld illdU_'l_ltlt'l'
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>l
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i Ill oi'del" to pt'odict tho d yn_tllll¢, t.,ff'ect<_ of changt, k iP the <_olar al'l'{iy
_!l _tlch ,l_ stlattin_l, t, clipsillq, of ¢hango<._, lit, co_;,s_lrv
i't,1 1 fail ut'l,, load is
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'_!I Severalapproachesaru proposedfor IiIodnlinqa solar array. First,
it Is possibleto mad_.lan array by an intorconn_ctionof individualsolar
cell_ (individualc(:+llmod(_lapproach)as :ihownin Fi_lur(,?_4. Thi_ toch-
it..'i.i.,,, nique i_ straig, htforwa rd and does not re.quit()a In i. of m_)d,)lin.qnx. p_rl(,.,,ce
!:Ii:'..,i in order to use it. The parametersfor the individualcell m(._delare
Shadowingeffecti_a_ well as cell faults(:;Inoa_ily I)(,'I_erl'_.dinto thp.
array using this modelingapproach. Since the individualparametersfor
each of the cells is enteredinto the model, the effectsof parameter
variationover an array of cells can readilyhe included. Additionally,
changesin array structureas well as array expansionscan be made by
simplyspecifyinga differentinterconnectionscheme. Thus, the individual
cellmodel approachseems to be quite generaland conceptuallyeasy to use.
The individualcellmodel does have certaindisadvantagesespecially
when larger arrays are treated. Most circuitanalysis programsare not
capableof analyzingarrays largerthan a hundredcells. Those that will
handlethe largerarrays use an extremelylarge amount of computationtime
in performingtileanalysis. In addition,the previouslymentionedadvantage
of being able to enter and vary each cell parameteron an individualbasis









t{l I.)I_'Ilii,(_rt',mllll)Cl.'i_ll'i:t_llh k ligIPrlnlliillllI_hI,illl'(,llI(,IIIh ,if.I _)ilrl'_'ly_S
connectinn p_)int._, N_tt,lleI' o1: l.he_;(;illeth(}d,._ l,tk_,!; mll_:h Illnr_ (._ffnrt t.hi_n
W{lllld I_{: IIOPded for the tll(livi(hlill {:(!ll IIIOdo,l. {}Ill'L _ '(.tl_%eIldi'EltlloLer_.;are
de.i.ei'lllill{_d,oniy a t;ill!]ieseL of (la|LEl'J._nu_d(,d for inl)ul !:{}lh;,iltl(|'l.y._,Is
llrO_li'dlII.
:-,. The di._,idw_ntagesto the m_Icremmh:l (ippre,_chincludethe fact that
a new set of"m,_cromodel parametersneeds to be dew.lopedfor each different
ai"rayconfiguration. This tends t.{)m,lkothe model ioss flexiblethan is
desirable. Furtherollore,shadingand individualcell faultscannot be
ea.,_ilyincludedin the macro model withouL,again,a redevelopmentof
model parameters. Individualcell p_ramet.erw_riw_tionstudiesare also
difficultto performusing the mE_cromodel approach.
i. iMACRO RLMODEL_
i-_ Figure2-5. P,_cromodel approachto modelinga solar array.
!.
._ An approachwhich use.sa combinationof the macro model and the
[ ,,
individualcell model as shown in Fi!lure2-.6could be very advantageeus.
'- This approachretainsthe flexibilityof tl_eindividualcell model approach
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.!! Call fault._ and _raups of call faults can bo ,._inlulated with the cambinatlan
I.i madel, Shadawi,lg _ffects can Im accnuntpd for in much lhr, !;allm way a, would
i!" be dane In th(._ individual madel. Parametfr varlatian ._,tudie,_can alna be
, performed by w:lr.ylncI lndlvldual <.;(_.11Imramolf_r_ ,f l,hn _:omhlna_i+
+ tion nladnland lnavlng th(:macra inndnlnuhnectian paranmt,nrn fix(,d.
'!_:, Tim (llsadwlnta.(le,ifusinq t.heco,l,l_inal.i,]nmo(l()l'Istlm need t.o
__._ determine el:leal;ttwo :;(.)l,f_of model l_aramet_r,.;--an(,qet i"orthe !lroupof
"}ii individual c(,.llsand one set for the (jroupof macro models. Anotherdisadvantage is the need to cl ve'lopa new .seto'Fmacr parameters when it
:_}: 'isdesirable to include more or less of the individual cell_ of the array.+
-.7;
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Figure 2-6. Combination macro model and individual cell model.
The choice of the modeling approach used depends upon the application
at hand. For example, the macro model approach would be used for performing
an overall system analysis. In this type of analysis it is presumed that
the model of the solar array need not be as flexible or general as other
+"L types of analyses. For an analysis which is to investigate system component
i:iI'!ii,!:i!' details, e.g.+ battery conditioner, etc., the solar array macro model wlll
suffice. The individual cell combination model would be used when investi-
=c',. gating solar array details, F r this type of analysis it is likely that
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_iI ;?,1 ,;'?,2 Sg._lar .A_rrrly_.M_t.dnlR!Lqu_ir_.qi_TIpnts
.!mpp_rt!lllt Pilr!llllO,t nr.r.i
_:[;4_;._;. Thi_,oh,_octlvnnf this sn,rtltln I!4t'.odotnrfllillo,Iprelim'lllaryr_o,toftlflPfOHIItl[l(:O !;t_llldilrds illld (_XJii3i'Lil'Li(lll'i wh'J(;h l,ho _inl_lr il|'rily IIir.td(,l IllUflt
,:,IX.
: ._att,_fy, hllpnrtan'B salitr array matlrYl t]lll,pui. i,taranmtnrs inc.:lu(h, thn array:;...' voll:,_,qe, ,llnl cllrrmlt _lnd array powi-tt' dc_,'livot,ed, Tolnpi_.rature variiil_lon
informl.vtim}is ilnecessary model ou'Lputl),Irim_t)ter.Titmperatureinformation
need,,ito be coupl_d to the rm;t t_fthe ,,iystemI,_}dt,lurmlne system heat
flow. A more comprehensive modelim_gpaL:kagewould E_llowthe user to
perform further analyses on solar array size, magnetic effects, radiation
effects, plasma effects, as well as aging and other degradation effects.
The required inputs for tilesolar array model include a set of
parameters for each of the elements of the array model being used. When
using either the combination model or the individual cell model, it is
necessary to input the interconnection scheme for the array. Another
important input parameter is that of Lhe array illumination characteris-
tics. Included in the illumin;._tio_characteristics are such items as
it;tensity,frequency, and shadowing information. The ambient temperature
must be included as a model input parameter in order to provide an initial
point for a thermal effects analysis. For analysis wl_ichwill perform a
study of the behavior of the array when subjected to fault conditions,
a set of cell faults must be specified. These faults should be of both
the fixed and time-varying types.
The way in which the input par,m_etersare entered depends upon the
nature of the parameters as well as tileway in which the parameter is
nleasured/calculated. Parameters which are single valued can be input as
constants. Other parameters which may be functions of network variables
can be input in two differunt ways. Functional descriptions can be used
to specify parameters whose v,iluusfit if}Loparl.iculilrfu_}ctionalforms.
_".3"'i'_
i;;ii
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A _._c:condway in which thl._ t.Vl,_ of iJ,_ralm,t_r can h_, input ],_ via d l i,;t c._f
d_l;a po'lnt:;. Tllo__(, data piiilll;,_ arn likely t() Ilave hr_nll nl)t, aln(!d frem array
lllnasIAr(,lll(.)ll'l;_.i, VLIIu()!I [lfilld l,o,l.w_:ell data lJ(}illt._; (_illl #!itlif_r he Callfili_llll_ i:It
the. la._t ._imcif'led data iminl, value nr can I,, _ w_luo nl,l,ain(:d hy I nt_mpo-
lotion,
JndJvi dual. l:} 9m!!nl,. I{,_,q_U'lJ"!!!!{t'nI,,_
ll{ ot'd_,l ' 1.() correctly lll{)d()l t.h,_ _ular itrl'ily, [.lle lllOdol 'ln{l rr._qu'lre -
ments of the individual e'leme.nts mu:_. be examined, It 'Is essentia'l tu u.,.e
the correct I-V characteri,stics for all elem(mts of the mode'l. Importantly,
elements which are dependent upon other circuit parameters must exhibit the
proper dependency characteristl(:s, l'hes_ characteristics must be determined
in the measurement/calculation phase of the mod_1 development. For large
arrays, it is very important to includ_ the substrate capacitanc_ effects.
Careful examination of the resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the
interconnections structure is required. In addition, it is necessarJ_' that
each nf the individual aarts of the solar array model be capable of pro-
ducinq infermatlon usable in a thermal effects analysis.
2.1.2.3 Model Development Methodolo(]E
A solar array model development should start by first devising an
appropriate circuit model and element configuration. During tl_isphase of
the development, it is necessary to determine a set of requ.red parameters
frr a DC, AC, and transient analysis of an array, The parameter set for
" the individual cell model would be developed first, followed by the macro
model and combination model parameter sets, Included in this phase of
the development 'isthe incorporation of the element parameter interdepen-
j-
denties.
The next phase of the development involws the verification of the
model using experimental data. Model responses for typical and worst-case
.'_, situations ne_.dto be calculated and compared to measured data. Limitations
•" on the bounds of worst-cas_,situalions are determinP.dhY the experimental
b', capabilities of the model developers. Broadening of the worst-case l_ounds
•- as much as possihlc a'llowsfor more confidence in model predictions,
: produced for situations outside the mea,_urementbound.
b_




_k. Onl:l_llh,i,_,,_,mln and Iwi_h,ivt,hnnll_,uL_.:_,_,_,lrlll.vL(i lqH_:i.ndI.Imllindr!l
=.if:- c,'|nIv_,llr_dItlpimdlct _i_larilrr,l.yhnl-lnv-lm',If I,,ai thi:,pi_Inl.I:hattlm.mndnl I_ inc.nI_pcIpr"ted ilitlli-h_,ow,i"ali I_nWm_ 'LynLnmnlndnl,
o '.)
,..l.,.,4 M.a.t!)ni!la_ticaI 5kIIIcL.!((,(iitlr.(:d
The (hw(;l(_l.mr at" tim i,l_lilt' _lVi'_ly liiml(_l iiIil,,t liavl., i.i I;_il_;'l(.',(,loctrical
engineortilg kliowiudgu iif .t;piicc,ct'iift power _(mnratti_n sub,<lyrlt(:lilS and in iparticular, a stgntt'icant knewludgt': at: l_o'lar cell.<;. Furtherillore, ttle de- ,I
veloper nlustllavean under_;tandin.Gof circuit elelllelitrepre._;entationarid _"i
Of the interdependencies of physical effects, _.g., the dependency of Cd .,,
on junction voltage. This requires a familiarity with sellliconducl:or _
electronics . !
. !
In order to aptly implement the solar array model and integrate it ,_1
within the comprehensive power system analysis package, it is necessary for
the developer to have some basic programmer skills, and some understanding
of numerical analysis methods. A background knowledge of available circuit
analysis programs such as SPICE or SCEPTRE would also be very useful. !_""i
2.1.2.5 Modelii_ Objectives and AdecLua.c_y- .i.
The prime objectives of the solar array model is to accurately ,;'"i
predict the behavior of an array of photovoltaic cells, and be usable _
';1
in a comprehensive power system model, li
The solar
array model must be capable of performing in three different ..I.I
analysis modes: DC analysis, AC analysis, and tran:_ientanalysis. The i,i
i
individual objectives in each _}fthe three different analysis lliodesare 7t
listed below: i_I
DC - volta(levs. illunrination
- current vs. illumination
" - output power vs. illuintnation
- tL_lllpOrature et'ft:cLs pr_:)di,:tinns
- load vari<ltion predi_l.ion




':_/+,- AC _ mltlml; Imr,mllq:nr', Vn. l+r++qt_,:n+V
- Ollt.pl-ll; lllq+l:+danc+:+l<+l;nrml;lal:+ll+n +
+. ++nnr,+ll:Ivll,y nt+1nct++ d_dr, tu I}++,, I.':+, +I01d11+++,
'+' +++h+l,h-,willfl ++
_+ fall1 t t.|+an_;io,nt+++ +,'
.+ _,y';l:, I l_I'_Jn,;Inrll.!,
.Mc}+d.e].Ad(++++}r:y +
A '+at of cri'l:er'It_ are ++]e'IPinodbu'It_w whi(.h can be usl]d to dg't:erlnillO +
th+ degree of' a#equiJ+y o'F the :Jolar array modu'l:
I Accounts for all physical effuct_:+ including the l>roper i-V _'
characterl+.;tics, impedance+ shadowing effects, fault efi'ects_ j
+in all appllcable mode_
I Obtains the necessttrv des L._ of precision
I Performs the analysis necessary without using inordinate a,nuunts i'
of computer time or space. :i,
o Usable in conjunction with other power system component models. "
m Does not require a high degree of mathematical skill o'fcomplex
measuremenLs/calculation so that it is easily usable.
2.1.2.6 Necessar_zDevelopment EfForts
Two areas of developmei_teffort are necessary in order to produce a
solar array model which can be used in the comprehensive power system model.
First, the presently available model needs to be improved to satisfy the
previously stated objectives.
The development efforts which still need to be performed fm
the presently available model (individual cell model) are:
e Account for all series resistance effects within the array.
Ill Account for all inductive dnd capacitance l_ffectswithin the
array.
l A means of methodically specifyin9 various interconnect :,chemes.








i The second effort necessary is to dewlap an appropriate macro model :_
31 which satisfies tile objectives, Third, a method must be developed for de- !
termining the parameters for the many possible types of macro model subsections !
which will be used in the combination model. Besides development of the macro i:A' model subsection itself, the other important components of the model which
_]; must be developed are:
• The interface between the macro model which will convey other :i
important array information, e.g., thermal effects information.
• An accurate set of parameters for macro models for various _'
sized array subsections. "i_
c
• A method to input shadowing and fault data.
• A means of analyzing the sensitivity of the array performance
to parameter variations.
In addition to the development efforts listed above, pertaining
primarily to the solar array, it is necessary to develop a structure for the
overall system model into which the array model will fit. This structure
,!
may be loosely defined initially, but will likely become more constrained
as the development of the comprehensive model system progresses. _.
2.1.2.7 Uncertainties i
The major uncertainty for the solar array modeling effort lies in iI
the transient analysis model. Little is reported in the literature on a
working large-signal model for solar arrays. The amount of time and effort '
.}
necessary to extend the DC and AC models to a workable large-signal model
could be substantial. :'
The other area of uncertainty in the solar ,lodeldeyelopment is
that of the macro model. The points which seem most uncertain about this
development effort are: choice of the apl_ropriateparameters, methed for
calculating/measuring macro model parameters, and how can flexibility be
built into the macro model or combi,ation model scheme.
-!t 2 -24







- Ii I 2 i...._'I- 5 1 5 .I
MODELSFOR 1,2 WELL UNDERSTOODAND ACCURATEFOR SINGLE ARRAY LUMPEDSHUNT
NO MODELSFOR SASU AND PARTIAL SHUNT
MODELSFOR _,_,6 LIMITED CAPABILITY FOR SINGLE ARRAY LUMPEDSHUNT
NO CAPABILITY FORSOLAR ARRAY SWITCHING UNIT (SASU),
MODELSFOR 4 NO MODELSAVAILABLE
i
ALL MODELS INHERENTLY,LINKED TO SOLAR ARRAY, DECOUPLING IS EASY ,!
t: FOR SINGLE ARRAY SHUNT_ BUT MUCHMORECOMPLEXFOR SASU
OR PARTIAL SHUNT CONFIGURATION,
l
,1
Table 2-5. COMPONENTMODEL CAPABILITYSUMMARY
SHUNT REGULATORS
r,,
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i_ - INCLtJl)EDIN SOMEOFTHEOVERALLMODELS,PSIM, ETC,
!3 11 GENERALIZEDCIRCUIT_'_ELCAN BE UTILIZED
!_ - SPICE HASBEENUSEDBY TRWFORANALYSISOF SHUNTREGULATOR/LOAD
.) FILTER "INTERACTIONAND STABILITY MARGINANALYSIS,
- VERIFICATIONBY BREADBOARDAND ENGINEERINGMODEL TESTS (UNPUBLISHED)
!---7
i_l - SIGNIFICANT ANALYTICALEFFORTREQUIREDTO ESTABLISHTHE MODELi!
!_ - NOPOWERDISSIPATION OR ELF.PIENTFAILUREANALYSIS
)













Mode I: SeTlsedvolta!j(_below s(:tpointvaltage to activate shunt ,
Shunt active element off ' i,
'!
i i'_:{ Mode _.).: Sensed vol t_'Ig e a b_,v e s(:_t po i n t vol ta,(_. _hur, t el _.,iil_..rlt .(.i i
actiwlted. Linear type shunt has snme active elements
in linear region. PWM shunt at less than maximum duty ,i
cycle. i:.,.{_}=
__!:v: Mode 3: Sensed voltage above setpoint voltage. All linear shunt
active elem_.ntssaturated. PWM shunt at maximum duty
cycIe.
!i_ P-e2;t9r_la-n-ce
The standard criteria for evaluating the performance of the shunt
regulator are as follows:





e Active Element Dissipation
I Output Impedance (dVb/dis)
e Regulation Sensitivity (Vb max - Vb rain)
I Input Regulation* (dVbl(dVoc x Vb)) x I00",
e Load Regulation* ((Vb rainload - V b full load)/Vb rainload) x I00%
e Temperature Coefficient*, TC(%/C") _ + (Vb max - Vb min) x I00%/
(vb ref x (Tmax - Train))
e Ripple Rej_._ction*
Vb _ Bus voltage
W_
V ._ular,-irra.vopen _ iron,it vultagu0 (
A.
Ir_rfornlanc{.evalu,ltionmu_t considc,r solar array open cir[ult voIIaqe






Two modeling approaches have been analyzed. The, are the network
approach and the functional block approach. The characteristics of each
are shown below.
Networ_k_roach Functional Block Ap_proach
I. System expressed in terms of I. System expressed in terms of block
individual elements. Each diagram, differential equations,
element usually defined in or transfer functions.
terms of a thru variable &
an across variable.
2. Basic elements are storage ele- 2, Basic elements are mathematical &
ments, dissipative elements, logical operations. System models
sources. Allows use of standard- frequently custom developed.
ized models.
3. Good component level visualiza- 3. Good system level visualization.
tion.
4. Requires high level program, large 4. Requires network analyst to
computer capacity, & numerical develop models as functional
analysis skills in operator. Pro- blocks.
grain usually performs as network
analyst ihternally.
5. Easy initialization operations. 5. Substantial initialization effort.
6. Easy to alter parameters of net- 6. Difficult to alter parameters as
work for sensitivity analysis & required by sensitivity analysis
worst case analysis & design change, or design change.
7. Network may be very large at 7. Hard to handle discontinuous systems.
_ystem level.
8. Some programs may require further 8. Must provide all initial conditions
data reduction to obtain frequency for state variables.
domain data.
g. May be able to handle multiple 9. No need for equivalent circuit.
topology & discontinuous systems.
I0. Most useful in frequency domain &
small signal transient analysis.
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MATHEMATICALAND ENGINEERINGSKILLS REQUIREDTO DEVELOP
L_ SIIIJNT REGULATORMODEL
[
_¢ Th_ devo.lopmont c)t: a shuni, reqlJlator mod_.d re.quires basic eloci.rical
-_ englne.eringknowledge _f spacecrafl:power _,Inneraiion and distribution
:,'_ subsystems. In addition° the following,skillfiare required'.
,.._. I
*i
;: e Basic nlectrical engineering knowledge nf spacecraft p()wer
:.!_i generation suI_systenl,
• NeLwork analysis skills,:
i • Semiconductor modeling and analysis skills.
1 • Numerical analysis and computer programming skills.
, • Non-linear analysis skills.
Important Parameters to be Analyzed
l. DC Model in_]
• Worst-case: drift, eclipse, radiation degradation, mission life
;i--( fatigue, temperature variation, etc. '
'J_i_i _ • Voltage regulation under all variations of bus loads and solar
array configurations.
i! • Survivability: ability to continue regulation in the event ofcomponent failure.
• Semiconductor component stress.
• Shunt contribution to spacecraft thermal loads.
• Power regulation of peak power tracker (PPT).
2. Small S_ign_alAC Model
_:_ • Stability under worst-case as listed in DC modeling. Quantify
I stability in terms of gain and phase margins in the frequencydoma n aga s worst-case v riants.
:.lilL(i,I • Output impedance versus frequency.• Interaction with system components: bus filter, switchinq regu-
_I ' later inpui filter solar array swit.chinq switched shunts
.: • Shunt elenlcnt overlap: increasing sensed w_Itage causinu addi-
I". lional shunt element to bect}m_:,activu a_d decreasing sen:;ed
]I ' ;
.,, voltage causing saturated shunt element to c(1111eout of sal.ur_tion
i_-,_ll
if"
:,..:-'-..._...*.,._ . i 7_ _o..:-"-L.' : :::_,17:_-_........_ --'......._ ....." ..........._-"':_'"_-'_"-__ " "
0000000]-TSD07
::::._" NASA CR-I 66B2tl
i_: TRW3L_651-OOOl i
.i)!:
- , Small amplltude step ar ramp trangient resp_}nso.
_J!;l
-i_ " * Individual control lm_p charactm'isLic.'_.
i
•.., , Operation at threslmld Qf ._olar array section _wil:chinq.
'" m Stability ()f variable referenc(_ voltage _,ntrol loop for peak
-_' power tracker operation
• Phase relation between sensed voltage (re9ulatod voltage) and
!'.il.'A shunt element voltage for partial shunt.
Y
!!If 3. .edit
E-ij The large signal model must accurately predict performance during
'_i," step load changes, solar array section switching, surge suppression
_I (such as solar array radiation barrage), and setpoint voltage cross-:#,,. i ng.
The effects of the following parameters must be considered in a
transient response model.
• Regulation _,c.nsitivity.




• Sensed (regulated) voltage overshoot.
• Sequential element burn-out.
• For PWMshunt: steady-state ripple injected onto the bus.
4. _S_y_ste _j!l..!.!]_t,_,ra_c.t._ion.
The shunt model must account for the following interactions with
the power system.
• Interaction between shunt (bus) filter capacitance and resistance
and the shunt,
• Interaction between switching regulator input filter and the shunt.
• Effect of step 'load and source chanties (within and beyond the
l imils of shunt sens"ivlty).
• Effect of periodic load and source variations both sinusoidal
and non-sinusoidal (within and beyond the limits of shunt sensi-
• tivity,
• Interaction of shunt with .egative resistive characteristic of
the power condtti_ming switching regulator,








MODELING REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL PIECE PARTS USED IN
SHUNT REGULATOR MODEL
,p
In some cases a transfer function approach is not adequate to predict
overall performance, and it is necessary to model some of the parts or
functions internal to the shunt. Modeling requirements are given as a
function uf the shunt mode.
I. Mode 1 Operation
Network Agproach. Shunt filter element values, bus loads, solar
array segme-n_-....m_Jdels.
Functional Bl_, Shunt filter transfer function, solar
s'o-urcemathematical description, and load input impedance
description.
2. Mode 2 Operation
.Networ.kApproAch. Solar array source: Topic discussed under solar
array modeling and analysis.
Reference voltage: Independent or dependent voltage source equiva-
lent to actual zoner or peak power transfer characteristic.
Error amplifiers: Feedback circuit passive elements values and
amp model element parameters including input capacitance and
resistance, DC gain output voltage dependent resistance divider
expt'essions.
Majority voting: Generalized model to be developed.
Shunt element sequencer: Generalized model to be developed.
Sequential shunts: passive component values, parameter evaluation
procedure for voltage dependent capacitors and current sources of
active shunt elements.
Bus filter: passive element values capacitance, capacitor equiv-
alent series resistance, swamping resistance.
Load model: As determined by applicable modeling and analysis
section dealing with particular load.
Functional Block A__l)rg.ach.
"' Transfer functions: Determine range of linearity about appropriate
operating points for AC small signal models for each functional block
as previously listed. Determine minimal mathematical expression to







: Differential equations: Detormine linear and non-linear dlfferen-
_ tial equation for each functional block.
3 Mode 3.0_p_ration
Network A1}Proach. Shunt filter element values bus loads solar array
:_. segment models, and shunt element dissipation resistor values.
:' Functional Block _Approach. Transfer function of shunt filter In '
_ p_-a-ral_-l:e'_iwit-li-_-h"untelenlentdissipative reslstor_, solar array source
!_I' description, and load input description.
;; MODELING OBJECTIVES
!1,
I. Test performance of shunt at system and subsystem level against
i_i!i design requirements.2. Provide suffici flexibility to accept various shunt configura-
tions.
'-_ 3. Serve as design aid to analyze existing designs and help effect
i improved design.
power generation subsystem components performance
4. Simulate mission
in advance of hardware construction.




e Modeling techniques for components exist.
e Computer programs exist.
• Can provide analysis objectives of AC and DC modeling.
• Easily aoapted to new technology.
• Exact models not yet developed.
m Cataloged procedures for modeling not yet developed.
2. Functional Block Approach
• I.imited existing modeling techniques.
" • 1,1_Jdelsnot easi]y adapted tn new technology.
• Cam,ot provide verification of design criteria such a_ power
dissipation, component degradation, etc.
ill 2-3._'t






imposingand must bt_done,indivlduall)for each of the typical
shunt regulatorconfigurations.
;_-34
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• 12_2.I,4 D_C Dcny#rt
Most Qf l:h_!(DC_DC,C(_nv_:rt_r.,;)mndels dn,_cr'llv)din thi_;f,oct'l{)nw r_.
d_.vc,Ioped t(}analyx_]Qr c,'Imulal:(;a voltau_r(:!iulatorf fmll:hopnInt nf vinw
of convertorperformanc(_,and convert(,ropnration(mnd(:).Stabilityanaly,.
sis was the prime motivationfor most of the w_rk reportedin the literature.
As models were developed,by-productsbecameavailable,such a_ audio
susceptibility,output impedance,etc. However,the kind of model that is
needed for power systemmodeling is completelydifferentthan the ones
developedto date.
Table 2-7 summarizesthe capabilitiesof presentDC-DC converter
modelingwith respectto variousattributes. Table 2-8 summarizesthe
existingmodels uncertainty/inadequacy.
The linear regulatorhas the advantageof ease of design and analysis,
and no EMI problems. The disadvantageis that it is dissipativeand heavy.
The switchingconverterhas less mass and less thermaldissipationthan
the linearregulator. It is more diffi_qJlto designand producesEMI. i
2.1.4.1 SwitchingRegulatorPerformanceCategories
I. DC Model PerformanceCategories: I
input voltagerange 11
output voltagerange I
output power range I
DC regulation _I





2. Small Signal AC Model PerformanceCategories: I
, stability(marginsof stability) I
audiosusceptibility !
output impedance i







" Gingl_; and multi_Ioep cnntrol
duty cyclo pul,,_o modul atlen .,;clmmr,s
_: characterl_t'Ic_and comp(_n,_,at'lon(_fcontrol loop:_
_: 3. Largo Si,qnalModc,l Pc'rfi}rmanc(.,Cat(:.qnrio';
i._ gtop chan.qc,of '}rlputvoltaqe
"_ _l:ep change of (_l_tput (:urv'(_nt
i±r
•i_ ,global stability (larg(_ '._tunal stability)
starting transient
m_ nonlinearities such as _aturatlon of magnetic components,
:,i saturat-lonof Op hnp
•' protection circuits
4. System Interaction
interaction between switching regulator and input filter
interaction between switching regulator and unknown source
impedance
interaction between switching regulator and payload
(reactive load)
2.1.4.2 Switching Regulator Modeling Technics
Average model (Caltech)
Power Stage: Taking advantage of the much lower output filter
resonant frequency in relation to the converter
switching frequency, the nonlinear switching power
stage is approximated by a continuous small signal
linear model.
Approaches:
• topology deduction to form a linear circuit model
• equation derivation to form a linear state-space
model
Both applicable to either continuous current opera-
tion or discontinuous current operation
.:l-_ , Analog to Obtain output-voltage-to-duty cycle transfer function
,_ Discrete-time through describing function technique.
Conversion:
Input Filter: Identify interaction between the input filter and
• other two functional blocks. iJ
















e DISCRETETIME I)OI_IN MODEL
- COMPLEXsHi6H COST
._ - COMPONENTLIBR_Y NE_.DSEXFANSION
O LARGESI6NALMOI)EI.
e AVERAGEMODEL
- - LACKSACCURACYON SHORTTIME CONSTANTTRANSIENT









" (IF pooi-i L!LIALI'i_
; '-
_.' Merits
, The average m_del is simple and easy to use. and "it is readily applicable
_ to complex circuit:_ and sy._tems. The mod_1 addresses both DC performance,
:. and small signal AC low frequency performancp. It accept_ either th_




l'heaverage model only preserves the input-output properties of the con-
,T,
) verter. The original properties of a state variable (inductor current)
)i
!:__ is lost In the process of averaging. Consequently, the average model
!_ cannot be directly used for multiloop control systems which sense the
_.,'_ output voltage and inductor current (or voltage)
,)
!=, The large signal model is not readily available for transient and start-
L2"
_'_ up analysis. There is diminishing accuracy beyond 10-20% of <;witching
:.._, frequency. Not suitable for high-gain wide bandwidth regulators, such as
_ high performance regulators employing multi-loop control schemes.
i_ The canonical circuit model cannot be used directly to implement the
F-) multi-loop control. _
-} Extended Average Model !
__ The extended averaqe model was developed for application to multiloop .
_ control systems. The three-input, two-output average model ts shown below. 11
:
iSMALL SIGNAL POWER STAGE MODEL ,_
I F..................
i vi :)'-"........ POWER
_i- i ,'.- _-, STAGE
Vo
0 i "° i;_., ........ _ MODELd P
:I
Inputs: line disturbance vI Outputs: output voltage disturbance v0
* load disturbance io switch Lurrent disturbance i
; duty cycle disturbance d P
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The extended model has the following added advantages over the i
original average model: i
I. Equivalent circuit madel representing the original properties i
of the converter's input, output, state variables. I
2. State variable model for state space analysis.
3. Transfer function model for classical frequency domain
feedback control analysis and design.
Discrete Im_.u]se_ResponseModel
This method is based on calculation of the state vector perturbations
at the switching instances; these are discrete in nature. The
approach is to represent the power stage with a linearized discrete
impulse response model, and then applying the z-transformation. The
discrete time domain model is then transferred into the frequency domain.
Merits
Accurate power stage model up to one-half the switching frequency for
AC analysis. (The theoretical limit of any linearized model.)
Limitations
The model requires complex analytical derivations, requiring a high
degree of mathematical background. It is difficult to incorporate an
input filter, and the model only provides duty cycle to output voltage
transfer function. The model cannot be readily used to study disturbance
from the line voltage and the load.
For a complex switching converter system, no closed form analytical
model can be derived. Numerical techniques have to be comployed.
Discrete Avernge Model
The discrete average model is derived by combining the techniques of
the average model and the discrete impulse response model. The approach
is to use the average techniques to derive a model for state variables.
(State variables are well behaved and continuous.) Then, use discrete
time representation to derive an output voltage expression. (Since the





Improved accuracy af the, average model in high modulation frequency
up to m}e half of the switchln._Ifrequency. The technique retain_ the
simplicity of the average m_)del. The model Is easy to use, and is
pres(_ntedin tileform of circuit model, transfer function model, and
state space model. It is suitable for single-loop and multi-loop
control modeling and analysis,
Limitations
Difficult to use for transient and start-up analysis.
_Disc__rote-Time Domai,_Ana_.
Using state space representation, a nonlinear discrete-time system is
derived that models the converter exactly. This system is linearlzed about
its steady-state solution.
',,' Modeling Approach
Exact formulation of state equations. Use Newton iteration to solve
for the exact equivalent state.
The system is linearized about the equilibrium to obtain linear
time-invariant model.
Use z-transformation and obtain frequency domain transfer function
representation.
Merits
No assumption is made. Most accurate small signal linear model for
stability analysis.
Can predict high frequency (subharmonics of the switching frequency)
instability,
The formulated recurrent state equation leads to a cost-effective
;. performance analysis.
- Limitations
Basically, it i_,a numerical analysis. No closed-form solution is
derived to provide physical insight. It is a small signal n:odel,and









i] The discretetir,e domain analy.sistechniquesare extended to large
_!li; signal simulation.
i ModelingApproach
I; Exact formulationof state equation.
Based on recurrentdiscretetime domain analyticalexpression.
Propagaterecurrentequationthroughnumericalcomputation.
Merits
Large signalanalysisand simulation. 'J
_I Exact duplicationof the circuitbehavior. 1i
Capableof start-upsimulation.
i
Simulationof large signal transients. -i
Capableof incorporatinga'ilsystem nonlinearities.
,_ A combinedanalyticaland numericalschemethat providesa cost-
effectivesimulationfasterthan other generalpurposesimulation
programssuch as SCEPTRE,SPICE ICAP, etc.
, Limitations
Relativelyineffectivefor large system simulation,since the user ,!
has to providestate space representationof the system. ._
Large SignalAveraqeModel
In this model the averagetechniquespreviouslydescribedare extended
to performlarge signalanalysis.
Power stage model: Using the averagetechniqueto representthe
switchingpower stage by an averagedcontinuous-timedomain equiva-
lent circuit.
,i Error processormodel: Since the error processoris a linear,no
--_),; approximationis made. The saturationeffectof the op-amp how-
: ever can be incorporatedin the model.
:i_ Duty cycle pulsemodu'latormodel: The exact duty cycle implementa-








The simplified power stage model provides an effective large _;Ignal
simulation.
The model is easily adaptable to exi;_tingcircuit analysis programs
such as ICAP, SPICE 2, SCEPTRE, etc.
Limitati_ms
In general, it is difficult to include some protection features such
as transistor peak current protection, because the inductor current
(and transistor current) is approximated by its average value.
It is difficult (if not impossible) to be extended to simulation of
converter employing a multi-loop control technique where the instan-
taneous inductor current (transistor current) or inductor voltage 'is
sensed to provide the necessary ramp for duty cycle implementation.
It is difficult to include different duty-cycle control schemes such
as constant Ton control, constant Toff control, constant frequency
control, and variable Ton, variable Toff control, etc.
' A Combined Discre.teand Ave_a__eTechniq.uefor Large..SignalModel
Approach
A compromise between complexity and accuracy. The converter is first
represented by discrete time equation. The system is then approximated
by a continuous time representation that remains in the nonlinear proper-
ties of the original system.
Merits
Nonlinear time varying circuit for large signal simulation.
Linear time Invariant circuit model for small signal analysis.
Capable of implementing different duty cycle control.
Capable of implementing single-loop control and multi-loop control.
The mode'lremains in the nonlinear properties of the origir.alsystem
and therefore is able to implement the protection features and
various saturation effects of'the system.
m
Limitations
The method is not well documented, therefore the utilities and limita-






Circuit Analxsls and Simulation Programs
The direct simulation method is capable of giving detailed information
about the system because of the detailed modeling associated with each elec_
tronic part.
Approach
Use existingcircuitanalysisprogramssuch as SPICE 2, SCEPTRE,ICAP,
etc., to simulateswitchingpower converters.
The componentmodels such as semiconductordevicesand magneticsare
presentedeither in the form of equivalentcircuitsor state equations.
Merits
Easy to implementprovidedthat the componentmodels are available.
Easy to determinethe componentstressand circuitparticulars. In
general,it is more versatileand flexibleto accommodatechangesin
circuitparametervalues controlmodes, and output optionsfor a large
class of convertercircuits.
. SCEPTREprogram is capable of interfacing with any FORTRANsubprogram
provided by users.
Limitations
Lack of semiconductor and magnetic component library for switching
applications.
Lack of effective numerical integration routine to handle stiff
differential equations with wide separation of time constant. This
is often the case when non-ideal switching component models are
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5. VariableTON, TOFF and frequency
Power ConverterModeliD_ Considerations
The selectedmodeling technique(s)should be generalenough to incorporate
a varietyof power converterconfigurations,and duty cycle controlmodes.
It should be capableof arbitrarycontrolimplementationusing single loop
or multiloopcontrol. In developingthe best approach,the followingareas
should be considered:
.:, I. Accur,lcyof the model
_:l"i: 2. Complexityi!i, 3, Expendability







_. [i_nora]it,y/llmitatlan t,_particular pow_)r_-;ta.(]ecanfiquratlml
._, Generality/limitation t,opar1:Icularduty (:yclecontrnl schnmo
10. G()nerality/lin_itatinnt.ncnnvm't_.rOl}oraLinflmnd_,
P__ower¢onv :r.l.Le ,_Mp_deli.!!.9,ohj.ectivt;s
1. Accuracy of terminal clh_racteristlc_
2. Accuracy of AC model for sLability and dynamic performance
3. Simplified internal working model
4. Capable of lIC,AC, and transient analysis
5. Time domain model for large signal simulation
6. Frequency domain model for small signal analysis
7. Capable of predicting system interactions such as input filter
interactions
8. Equivalent circuit model and transfer function model
9. Model adaptability to canned circuit analysis programs such
as SPICE 2, SCEPTRE, ICAP, etc.
The most,applicable modeling and analysis technique depends on the
following considerations:
I. The analysis objectives: worst-case analysis; DC analysis; AC
analysis; transient analysis
2. Accuracy required
3. Type of control circuit used
4. Nature of disturbance
5, User's background
6. Capability of the host computer
.p.!'op__'Lsed_)..v_itct_! i__C_9}wer_tet_'_Mo.d.t?].i_l_ Schemes
l. DC and smallsiqnal AC model.
Power stage: discrete-average model
Duty cycle modulL_tor: describing function
I l'ILll' I_IL,,e'_SOI'; "_ ,ill' II-'_" I :,It.| it)ll '11(_de]
:i?I_ 2. [ar,le ,_ignal model.
- , Power ;,t_lqt,: u) dist:rete-avera(.le model for cost-effective
_:t I_) dl',trete t iill_, d,_lll,,Jrl 9imulati:ml






Duty cycle m_dulator: direct simulation using equivalr:ni(.ircuit
mtldnlor nonliiioardlffnro.nlial_,quivalent
Analog errnr proco,_., dirm:i,:_imulationu._Ingequivalnnt circuit
sor: model or dlffernntial equai.'Imm
TIle particular chtisen modnlinq tr_,cllniqu(,>,; r,hollld he _'linple and nff(-tctlve
for large sy!_tt_lll .;inlulal_itln, On l;ho el:trot hand, it nhould he accurate, enough
for detail r,tiidyand trouhln-c,hooi;Ing, These appar(ml,ly conflicting otlJoc-
t'Ivosrequire lllultiploconw;rt.ermodel,_i:ohe,l:fitahli_lledand a particular
one 'Isselected for a specific application,
.Deye].o]_InentEfforts
The development efforts needed to establish proper modeling tools for
the proposed modeling schemes are summarized as follows:
I. DC and small signal model
Power stage model:
• The discrete-average technique is currently developed under the
support of NASA Lewis Research Center, Grant No. NSG-3724.
• Discrete-average model for three basic converters; buck, boost,
and buck/boost, have been demonstrated.
• The discrete-average model should be represented in the follow-
ing forms for generality:
state space model
- transfer function model
- equivalent circuit model
I lhe modeling ._chelue._houldbe extended to other converter type_.
tu e_t,tbl l_,tl a cOlliponent (_onverter) library
Duty t y, lt, tiu.itllatnr iliodel .
• lhL' dt.c,,,uc;) ,Jl Llie dut3 L,VLIL ilitJduldl,)r inodel i _-, li. ed t,,
i_ only low nlodulationfrequencies using the describing function
technititle,
• The inaccuracy of the pulse nlodulatormodel is particularly
pronounced for hi_lhperformance converters employing multi-
loop control,
• Aii ilnl)ri_vL,d liliidel ili!t _,cht,lne is de.<,irable.
iii
:._ 2. Large sigiidl illodel
;'
:. Power stage model :
I Discrete-average model - <idvantages:
'i
'; A _.implifiod left,real workinc ltlndpl ; li_p mo,lel is $iilit.,lc,. t_asy








iI TRW 39651. (l(IC)lm D1_cr_to-av(,raflo model - disadvantaqo,i;
'iI ., lilt! llludo.I i s un,_lble [.o hdndl(:_ abllt)PiilaI CL,IIV(.!rt.('P L)i:IL._t_.ttiOtiS
_k_. ,.-;ucha_ pc,ak curreid:protocLion modo of op(:ration;_al-.t_ration
i:.. of magn(:;tlcCmnlmnont.q;saturation of op-amp in l.h(_foodl)ack
I! control 1oop._.
if' 11 Di.qcro,t_:time.domain a_la1.v._Is& simuliH;ion. advanta,qo_;:
I!. Exact dul)lif:ationof circHit h_H1aviorcapal_luof incorporatin!]
. a'lIay,.; to,m nonIinearities.
Accurate and cost-effective,
-I m Discrete time domain analysis & simulati(}n. disadvantages:
-'"_I Relatively ineffective for large scale system simulation
A¢
• Direc_ circuit analysis & simulation - advantages:
Easy to implement, flexible and versatile, SPICE 2 and SCEPTRE
are available CAD programs for converter simulations.
m Direct circuit analysis & simulation - disadvantages:
Time .onsumlng for implementation and numerical integrations.
2.1.5 Cab1.ing and Distribut!9 n
Tab1• 2-9 summarizes the capabilities of the distribution/cabling
modeling techniques with respect to various attributes. Table 2-10
summarizes the existing model uncertainties/inadequacies. Cabling and
distribution optimization models fall into two classes:
I, Nass optimization
2. Cost optimization
In tilefirst case the optimum distribution weight is deterlninedas a
-_ function of conductor mass and conductivity, the specific mass of the
-":"!_ source and storage elements. The existing models reviewed fail to
_j account for fuse, switch and connector losses, which in some cases could
i_.. override conductor losses.
_;,. In the second case the optimum conductor cro_s sectional area is
_! - determined a_.a func+.ionof conductor, energy storage, solar array,
" l;,,,rmclcnntrnl, and power conversion costs. In general, the optimum
_osL ,]blirICI i,, l_edviur lhdn thu minimum 1tla,,,, fled•l, l'he co_t model
ha,,no pr(_vi_iohfor ir,,;llritlclElcable at l(,astas lar(leds tit(-,nll,,,n:u!h
IIl_l',b Ht_Jd_.'l .
00000001-TS E11
:'i! TRW 38651 -QQQI_'_• _"n"_(' --,_',,._I,!,:_ii(.
:li
_'_,_, (]OMPONI!N_MODEl.,CAPABII.ITY SIIMMARY :I
, 13111'I'l_Il_IllI(}N/CAI_IINn
I MODELSFORls 8 O HELLUNDERSTOOD.,ACCURATE
t
I MODELSFOR2_,,8 I GENERALLYB_ITEREDAB A WORSTCASERESISTANCE,TESTINGMAYBE REQUIREDTO
DETERMINEOPERATINGCHARACTERISTICSOVERA WIDERANGEOF ELECTRICALAND
TttERMALCONDITIONS
II MODELSFOR /4_ II LINE INDUCTANCE_A5 BEENMObELEb_NO LOOP INDUCTANCEMODELSWEE FOUI@_,
- PRECISEINPUTDATA ISREQUIREDFOR TRANSIBqTANAL.YBIS
I MODELSFOR6,7 e THESEHAVEBEENMODELEDONA SMALLSCALE
- PRECISEINPUTDATAIS REQUIREDFORTRANSIENTANALYSIS






l]ISTR IBUT ION MQDIL:L
UNC,ERTA INTY/] NADEQUACY
| DIFFICULTIES OF ESTIMATINGDISTRIBUTEDIN_CTANCES_CAPACITANCESDUE TO
MUI1JALCOUPLING/CABLEROUTINGEFFECTS
II VARIABILITY OF CONNECTOR_SWITCHCCWWTACTRESISTANCES,WITH AGE
| SENSITIVITYOF HYBRIDSAND I/'CtSTO TRANSIENTS









2,1,6 MQd_L__!t rig.9_f_.Cpmp1rd:9._Pqwrr __j!_hj_u_r,_tp_]_,
:-)
Snvr,ri.ll qr)n@ral cla:,_o_ nf powi.q_ F,IlJ}gygtnlll 0tlnd_.,linq pri)rlraltri _ppf_lr
r._ in tho Ii1:nt'atllr(t, "1h,_;o arn:
! , , '1. (i_elll)l'i}l lzltd cir'c,_i L and isyt._tum:;anal.y,,lg IlKid,_] I3,
): ?. I)_tdt_at.mt p_ieudltflr,_141ical htitd(_.ls Of , pOCi ti C ?,llhsy,it()llHi,
3, llyl_rld(s_m_ptltat,lr}n:nod_t'l._;.
Tahle ?,II ,_Ulllmat,Ize:;I',Ii(_(;apabiIit'le.,.;()I;',;p(trlf (:nmd_'.1_;,tudlc_d,
_"
!-s and Ikzble2-I? st.mmrJriz(:sthe adequ_cy/l'irltatlm)soi'power ._;uhsy._i'l;emp)
,-;_ 2.I.6.l Gffn_e.rg]jzed-cRmguta__.jg_m&lMR,j_e110
_ ,'hegeneralized computationol models, as a class, are represented by
_.,_ programs such as SPICE, SCEPTRE, ECAP, ICAP, TESS_ and a number of others
Variations and extensions to these programs are also reported.
,--)
} All have similarities in that Lhey offer a set of typical component
•' models which are assembled into a network of interconnecting nodes. Each
individual component model must be reducible to one or more first-order
i_ differential equations which are solved by matrix arithmetic to find a!,
:_-, solution at each point in time.
i-7 Many of these programs have the ability to accept parametric data in
_-_ the form of equations or functions, piecewise linear parametric data, or
i_ as user-supplied FORTRAN routines. The supplied equations and routines
i_ must meet the criterion of being reducible to differential equation form,
_,. When used with accurate models of individual components, these oro-
i_ grams are generally capable of performing non-linear DC and transient
), analyses, and AC analyses if the AC signal is small enough to permit th__ assumption of linearity within tl_erange of interest. Thls class of
-I' generalized shares certai_ limitatprograms ions:
i,. I. With increasing numbers of components, the memory requirements
_' increases dramatically. By use of dynamic memory managP.ment it
is possible to permit an unlimited problem size, but only at
the cost of an increase in computation time.
2. Aside from the memory management problem, an increase in problem
size results in a geometric increase in computation time. This
makes the analysis of large, complex systems expensive.
2 - 51
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0 SOMEMODELSCANBE USEDFORSIZINGs HOWEVERIT IS
GENERALLYCOSTEFFECTIVETO USEA SIMPLERMODEL
O ..MODELVALIDATIONDATAIS LACKIICG:,THIS IS REQUIRED
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. By permitting the entry of data in the form of functions and subroutines,the more modern versions pe mit the summarization the performance of larg
_,!-
, numberr_ef components by a single (or a small sol nf) transfer function._,thu_
!'Ci reducing the problem size for large system to more manageable proportions.F;,
i!I,' However, the program then becomes more difficult to run, for a suitable transfer
, function for each "box" or circuit must be found, which adequately describes
;_" its operation under ail conditions within the range of 'interest For some
} " ,
li components this can become a formidable task.2.1.6.2 Dedicated Pseudographical Models
F1 Dedicated models of individual power sy_,temshave been used successfully
i_I in many cases. In these the logic and properties are programmed into the
computer model and may be in a variety of forms, including logical equations,
subroutines, and piecewise linear approximations. One is not limited to any
specific form, nor is the ability to form a first-order derivative essential,
although differentiability may be a convenience in the use of some numerical
solution routines. Because of the lack of adequate mathematical descriptions
of some power subsystem components such as batteries, the solution method
used will usually take a pseudographical form, i.e., the computer will find
the solution by finding the intersection of two tabular functions.
This type of model is capable only of DC analyses, although if heat
generation is considered, and if the thermal time constants are much longer
than the electrical time constants (which they invariably are), the system
will follow thermal transients in an electrical system very well.
Program accuracy is limited by the accuracy of the model logic, the
input data, and the accuracy of the interpolation or spline routines used
for finding the solution.
Execution speed and cost of such programs tends to be much less than
i!ii that for the generalized circuit and system routines for large systems, and
the accurdcy greater, primarily because the design flexibility of the indl-






In hybrid modellnu the mathomatlcal transfer funct'inn_,u_ed to slmulate
the performance of c'ircuit:_or bnxes are rnplaced by analog computer models
lhlvlngthe same.function. "Fileanalo(l-mode.ledtransfer function output._are
used in tilesam_.way as the.nlath(:nh_ticaltransfer functions in a genorallzed
type of proqram. The result in theory is to speed up the computation (as
compared with all-up part models). The method has an additional degree of
flexibility. By placing the parameters of each analog model under the
control of the digital program, it is possible to vary the transfer functions
of sewral such models simultaneously so as to converge toward a desired
solution, At this stage, it is not clear how far this method has been
developed.
2,I.7 I!l,du__try Survex"
In order to determine the actual usage of models, an industry survey
was conducted. Because of the nature of the subject and the limited time,
not all companies were conLacLed, and some of the data is necessarily brief.
However, the message is clear that no overall comprehensive model is in
existence, and no effort is underway to develop such a model.
.A_ac e Corpo!'atio_n
e General purpose solar array model
- Input: Array geometry, sun angles, radiation dose rate, solar
cell parameters, temperature characteristics, mission
Iength.
- Output: I-V table, and solar array I-V curve plotted.
- Limitations: DC model. Array temperature and distance from sun
must be determined by user as an input.
e Power system simulation program
- Variation of TRW's PSIM program. No transient analysis capabi!ity.
":i:: ;'-b5
/





- Battery and solar array characterist.ics have to I_e changed t,cJ reflect
, det]radatim_ and a.flin.q.
)"
e Performance verification program
II_put: Orbit parameters, load profile, attitude pointing pro-
file, solar array pointing profile, max battery DoD,
-_ Iine losses.
_, - Output: Thermal data, including transients, DC analysis, voltage,
current, state-of-charge, system sizing requirements.
:-:. - no electrical transient capability





e Improved SPICE (l SPICE), ECAP
- Developing detail models for standard converter design.
Lockheed Missiles and Space
:-_ e Sizing model
- Proposals, initial concepts
, • Performance Verification
- On-going spacecraft
"3 - Mission specific
- No transient capability
i_! . Verified by test
,_ General []oclric
L e Energy bal_mce program - low earth orbit
I_ - Stuady-state i)C
- No transient analysis
,-
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"./_l! Martjn Marietta (.Dp._ny_er)
• e Photovoltaic system test proLotype model
'[ . .General p_Jrpos(,terrestrial or space, with or withaut battery
N - No transient analysis
--_;'.!'_.i) - Verified by tests :.:
_i_.'' e Developing new version of SPICE
Q
i_!) • SKYLAB computer program
: ...._'
.... RC_AA
e Energy balance computer program
--_(" - Multiple orbit capability _:
- Computer system
- Linearized electronic component models
- No transient capability
- No interactive thermal model
TRW
e SOLAR
- Predicts solar array output I-V curves
- Accounts for degradation factors
- Accurate, easy to use
- Interactive, rapid turn around :_i
_ - Validated by flight data
Requires multiple runs for complex array geometry 1









- Same as _OLAR exco.pt
-- two-dimensional th_rmal gradient model _
-- provides tape f_r power subsystem program
-- more complex data input required
• HOTSPT
- Predicts heat generated in solar cells as a function of shadowing or
breakage, and the resultant solar array I-V curves :
4
-- not integrated into power subsystem model .;
-- assumes all cells have same reverse characteristics _:
ii
• BATMODL _:.
- Predicts current, voltage, heat generation, internal pressure,
soc of battery cells in low earth orbit
- Not fully tested or validated
o DISTRIB
- Determines minimum mass cable for a given set of loads and power
_nurce mass per watt.
m PSIM
- Energy balance/power system performance computer program
- Uses solar array tape from SOLGRAD
- Models complete power system with load and thermal interfaces
L, - Restart capability
- Voltage, current, heat generation, battery SOC
- Secondary distribution networks not modeled
_ - No AC or transient capability
' _ - Used For the following spacecraft: HEAO, FSC, DSCS 11 DSP
,; q
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2,1, _ .Idpa] ...P0we]i._sy.s_t£!]ls_ModpJ.. RgHui.c[.:],gnLs
The 'First requiremo.nt of an Ideal mMol is that it must Im user-oriented.
The model must Iw, capable of performing cmlf'lguration I:rado studios I.o de-
terrain(: Lho, optimmll powo.r systelwl for a particular spacecraft. It must be,
capable of ana'lyzin,q t,he aw_ilable, options and quantifying the results.
2 Ol)t.imizationmay be on either cost or ii1as!;,(}roo sonl()othe.rparameter, such
as minimum solar array size, or htinimumradiator size. This flexibility has
to be comprehensive enough to minimize changes downstream in a project where
it can become very costly. An output of the trade studies is ti_einitial
power system sizing.
- solar array power and area
- energy storage mass and dissipation
- distribution system mass
- regulator mass and dissipation
,. The model nlust also be capable of identifying design and performance inade-
v_ quacies as tilesubsystem requirements evolve. Early prediction of potential
problems will minimize design changes.
To insure development of stable and reliable power systems the model
must predict system stability margins and be accurate enough to allow sensi-
tivity analyses to be performed.
- The above requirements can only be met by a very sophisticated computer
program with very accurate models of all of the power system components and
loads. This accuracy is not required for initial trade studies and initial
power system sizing. A much simpler program could do the job, and it appears
that it would be used for specific applications. An example would be to have
separate programs to compute:
_ I. Initial trades and sizing.
i: 2. Nominal performance predictions.
3. Off nominal or design limit verification. Failure analysis,
and performance in a degraded ,lode,
4. Transient analyses system stability
t
These could all be contained on a tape and the desired function and models
called by command.
_i!. i>-5'I
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vary wil:h the pha:_e of tim spacecral-'i, devolol)menl pro(3ram in which they are
-7_"_ al)plied. ['i(.!ure3-1 outlim_,si:Imwork flow plan followed for thi.;task.
:_'1 Program Pha:;e A: Concept definition and ,;election
In thi;_phase of the program neither the requirements of t.he power I_
subsystem, nor its configuration, are well-defined. The effort of the con-
tractor is to define the requirements and characteristics of a power subsystem |,i
and to select a configuration which will meet those requirements. The li
customer has the task of evaluating the selected configuration to determine
whether or not it is best suited to the requirements. In this phase, only a
sizing or synthesis model can be used effectively. Performance models cannot
be used effectively until the design has been advanced to the point at which
a reasonably accurate model can be constructed.
Phase A__IodeI___RecLuirenlen ts
The Phase A model must perform at least the following tasks:
m Provide an estimate of the relative cost, weight, volume, solar
array area, and other optimization criteria for a large set of
possible power subsystem configurations.
o Provide for each power subsystem candidate configurations, inter-
face information necessary for the definition of the requirements
placed upon (}ther spacecraft subsystems by the power subsystem.
(For example, heat dissipation, mass distribution, torque induced
by rotating machinery, etc.)
Many such models already exist. Most are proprietary, and docum_ntation tends
to be relatively poor. lhis type of model is a relatively simple one to con-
struct, and represents little technical challenge. Its usefulnes:, lies
primarily in its ,ll_ilityte
"Gi
.... e Provide rapid v'espc_nse
:;" • Minimizv Pha,;e A _l_J_!v _:o';ts
i" • Avoid ovt.,rlo.kin!l sorer important facfor_;
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i.... _P_t+n+_zattL+Ph.a:__o+O - _Prc_.l_+mln+a+r'y_+D+o.+c;+i+(j_n+
• in Pha.,+o.B, the de.s+(,ll+ c_n_:r:pl+ ha+, b_.o+n_,(,l(+cl_>d ,+tnd tlm majur t:Cllll,r+l(;t;Cll,
nfforf+ "Is dirpct(vltoward i,hp d(,vp,'ItH+m_l!nl,of imlflnlm+,_Jl,,it'lt_n conC_+l+d:+;,(;++n_+
-x:+ ral cir(+.ui+_d .ni.+Int,yp(m are r(+m+ll+(+doul',•mr ¢{+ntpt+nol_Lvale(++;hilv+,If(stall
• ,_.
' [men selt++ct+:d+ and the d+._finil:iot+ (_I+ thr, p(_wor r+>qt+ir(,mrmt++,, whil+, improvp, d,
is _+'t;illnot firm. Little or nothing 'Isu,+,uallyknown about th(,+Individual
],
+ Ioad._ el:her than their approximate: power COll+,tllnpt'Iotl and thP requir<;d input
;-_ voltages. Circuit definition and pu',v()rdis'l',ributionnel,workdefinition has
!+!,+ not yet reached the point where either AC or transient modeling is possible
:J in a meaningful way. Only if the power subsystem consists of existing hard-
_- ware which has been extensively characterized can the AC and transient modeling
!_+ be done at this stage. Even then, the spacecraft-unique distribution system
E++
'.-+ will be unavailable for use in an all-up model, A DC model can be extremely
12 useful in Phase B for th(,definition of many of the power subsystem character-
i.? istics.
,++ Phase B Model Requirementsi-3 -
;_+ The Phase B DC model is used primarily to verify the power and energy balance
;- characteristics of the power subsystem, and to provide assurance that there
i'++:_ is sufficient power and stored energy to meet mission requirements, given
m the assumed characteristics of the power subsystem components The require-! •
_:_ ments of such a model are:
;I
i I Predict voltage, current and heat output of each power subsystem
!+-_ component (including batteries).
::_" I Predict the voltage, current input required for each component
'_ to deliver the required output.
_i I Predict voltage drops in the interconnecting harness and power
distribution harness.
_. • Predict ehergy content of ent+rgystorage devices, such as batteries
_. • Simulate the electrical and thermal response to
.I. +' lo,+dchanges
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"..I'i - _:rwIranm_:_ntal chanqt_,:,... (,;uch as nwlar input, all_rtd_._,
_;:" ,_/c nrinntal:ic_n)
_ hlh1_mrai:l,(:(mlt!tl_rat.l(}n chan(l_!';(Iv_inrc_and aft(_r
I'... d.p 1oym_tnt )
, _ I._rltrlici:ill:_ll_ I"ailllr_m,
_:
" Pt'o(l'l(',ttoll_] d|l'(_ illad() _lfi a 'l:unctifln nf l,tlllfl, The total t,'llll(' !_l_at| (tl"inl',urest is ono )f mult, il)le _.trhii.r,,
..{i:
:'_il_. .Pt]u_t'.afJ]o!'!!#!.s_to_,Co,:-=..!!__]__aj_].e}.!_.. l_)_.sig!I.
'4. During Phase C the desi!InSare completed. All parts have l)eendefined, and ]
i" both electrical circuit designs and physical layouts have been completed,
'./_ Engineering models have heen construcLed, and some measurements have been
.___'!I made for the purpose of characterizing their performance. These measure-
,_ ments provide a more accurate estimate of power subsystem component DC
_. performance, perlnittingfurther DC performance predictions for the entire 4h_
_,.' power subsystem at considerably improved accuracy.
Also during Phase C, sufficient detail is generated to permit the construc-
tion of AC and transient models of the components of the power subsystem.
Early in this phase, such models are useful in performing trade studies on
alternative detail,_dcircuit designs. Toward the end of this phase, AC and
transient models are used to analyze the interaction between components of
il the power subsystem.
Phase C Model Recluirements
DC Models: Requirements are the same as for Phase B, except, that the accuracy
- with which some of the power subsystem components have been characterized is
i improved as a result of measurements.
+li: ;Sjna11-S.i_p_aJ__AC__Mgd#_!s:The primary use of small-signal AC models is a de-
W,"
....' termination oF ceml_onentand/or subsystem stability. Such a program should
'_',--:"...._ , be capabl_ of performing the following predictions:
_ • Determination of component .sl-_l,ility. Such predictions are usually
!_! in the frequency domain in terliV, of gain and phase margins. As.. such, they are in ependent of time.
"_ • Individual control loop characteristic's,stability, gain, phase
• __', _':,,.,,_,_. . , ... _ ,_,., ., . ,, . ,., ,,.,, • .... , . . , , .,_,._ , .,..... _...........;, ..._ .._ .




I Input-nULl)ut "llllpndan_:p an a funcl:l_n _f fr_quuncy.
a Small_,.ql.qnal tranqinnl: _,_:_pQn._c,
i Capal)i I i l:,y [)i" IllCl udi nN C[_llll)lltl(!nl: I ni.pracL-Ion_,, t-J,_rti cul arl y
I:llf_._n(:_fInl]ul._'_lld_}ul.l]Uii"illsi,ru,
.I-_rgg-.S:I_gn!L!_iryiU,,imlt.M(_d._tl._:LIkn tlm DC m_dnI, l:II_larqn-niqnaI tran.qion_
liIOdnl'InImn-llnnar_ arldt_pnrai:nnin the tinm (.l_;_iilain,I-Iowew_r,for ncnni_nl'Ic
rl'i.l';()lISti:hl.Ii',l"i.III!iil._.Ilt,_odc<Ii'__1'Iml'I:_d'In ii.!,i.imnfip_IIitl)I_er'iodso f'vi!ry
_,ll_:_rtdur_t'lon;nf tli_ord(w _)i"Iiii11*l!:,e_..Ullds,l'llullf,e of f,llchi',rans'l_lli',
moduls Is to prudict tile_oll;ageand currmnL L_-'anslontswhich occur a_ia
result of an outside stimulus or internal failure of a compon_.nt, The result-
ant prediction is then exalnin_d to determine whether or not it will h,:_ve a
deleterious effect upon the operation of tile component or other components of
the system. The requirements of such large-signal transient models are as
follows:
e Predict the voltage and current transients at the input
and/or output of a power .,:ubsystem component (or set of
components);
as a result of an external stimulus,
as a result of an internal failure.
_Program Phase D - Hardware Construction and SEarecraft Integration
In this phase, flight hardware is constructed and the complete spacecraft is
assembled, Measurements are made characterizing the performance of the
individual components of the system. In smaller' spacecraft, an integrated
subsystem test is usually performed to determine tile o_erall performance of
the system. However, with increasing spacecraft size and increasing power
levels, the difficulties inherent in such integrated subsystem tests multiply.
No new kind of subsystem model is needed in Phase D. The same DC, small-
signal AC, and transient models are used. Howevc..r, more accurate results
should be attainable because the measured characteristics of individual flight
•i hurdware components are used as inputs in place of the earlier estimates of









PrR£p__ramPhas_ E - FllB.ht__O._p_nrat..i_O__.n_!!
In thl:iphaso tlm ._;pacncraftis plac(_.d1,1;oup_ral.i_nalei'bll:(,r fllqht
path) and i:;(_Imral_nd,Thn u_,p,._;( fpcJwnr:;uhs.v._tP.,llmodnls in l'hi_ipha_n
of f_pacncraft npnratlen arnI
'i
e Failurn dla_tn_;tic_ and pr_,dlctt(mr, _l' nfl-_n_mlnal _lmrati_n t
I In tho cane (}f in-flt_lhl: ma'lnl.ivln,lhln ,,pa_.;p(:.ral_l., pr(vlicli(}n_,
ot '__tlanfjos "Is th()l_(._rt_()MllallKn ()1: tim imwnr !; IH,y,t(_.lll il,, (I _'
re_;ult of chnn.cln_, ill I:lm st_a_e(crafl. ImWrn"(.Inl,and or pownr '.]ub:
_ynt (_el,_onI' '1.qur at i n.,
I S.y!il'.etll h(,alth },i.alu_,/i,OllH}()n(.,nt: tmt-,l.oMilancit,
A1Lhough no new types ot' programs are r(,(luir(td 1:o accomplit, h _l_,.,c atms
additional requirements may be pla_.:(td upon eactt of the program types to
include the follnwing capablllt'le!;:
• Model _ fairly extensive _et oF p'lau.,,Ibl_, failure modes.
• Follow changes in spacecraft load and power subsystem configura-
tion.
Figure 3-2 shows a block diagram for a power systum model.
3.1 Mode!_.At t_ri_[__y!__e_.R.e_q_u i rement s
In the preceding paragraphs, we have defined the things the models
must do. In the following are defined certain essential attributes or i,,_
characteristics which all of the models must have in colnI11onto create a .;
comprehensive modeling and analysis capability: _i
i
• Commonality and compatibility: Each of the types of models must 'I
maintain a commonality of reference with all of the others; i.e., .I
they must ell predict the same attributes and performance for the ._
same subsystem, i!,
Modularity: components of the power subsystem should 1Each of tl_e
be modeled as an independent module having the followinq attributes: :II
Capable of being operated independently as a compcnent
model
. Capable of being integrated into a power subsystem
model
i
Capable of replacing or being replaced hy an alternative
model havin(]different input requir.ments
Dat_ ba.,(._- (_achmodulL,mu:_tbe provided with an i,del)endent
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m Efficient use of both cor_ memory and computation time.
e VeriFiability - models should be verifiable as independent modules
and as a complete integrated power subsystem. Verification data
base must be provided independent of the model input data base.
e Operational Simplicity - The models must be designed for use by a
working power subsystem engineer whose understanding of the program 1
and computational facility are limited. Clearly stated, complete i
user documentation is essential to the successful use of such a
complex set of models. i
3.2 Sin_l.eCompre.hen.siveProq_ramvs Independent Programs i
The need for four types of programs has been identified, each of
which has different uses, and uses different methods to accomplish its
objectives. It is possible, however, to design a single program containing
the four programs which will accomplish all of the required objectives
without severe penalties in either computation time or memory requirements ,,
by the use of overlays and segmentation methods. By this means, only those
parts of the program which are being used are resident in memory at execu-
tion time.
3.3 Proposed Modeling Concept
The comprehensive Power Subsystem Model is envisioned as a set of
four programs, either entirely separate, or combined into a larger segmented
program, the desired part of which is called into core memory at execution
time. Each program is equipped with a set of component models. These are
selected by the user and are interconnected by the program to form an inte- Ii
grated power subsystem model Figure 3-3 shows an overview of program i
structure. The operation of the program is as follows: I
d
e Based upon the case instructions and input data, the executive ,
selects the desired program segments and the specific power Q
subsystem component models required for the run, and copies them i
from the disc library. !
• An (}bjectprogram is generated, containing only those program
segments and component models necessary for the specific run,
• and loaded i.to memory for exect,tio., i
J
3-_




a lht, dal, a manauer, umh,r _,x_,vui.iv_, dir_ulinn, rit_lc,cl._ l,h_, r('q'.ltr(_d
tllptlt dala f.r thivh hi' lht_ C_llllpnllelli iIInd_l_, |'_hld., Ih_, (t,ltil frnln
dl;,v pavk,_ i llln ,i vtliilllll)ll _,I nra!lt, dl"¢hl. ,llld I01'1/I'i ,111 illd('x tIf d_li.,1
1heal Inll. Ilepell_lill!l Ilpnll lhf_ ,; i._(_ n I da I,a Ihlllk!i, l'alldlllll-aci:lL,_
d l_;u _H)t,ral ira1,, Illily Ill' ._ul_,,i l iul.ed I'.r 'i,-.c.r_, data ,,i,r.l!le.
II Illtl'tng 1.11'0!11'a111exl!viii toll. {',Ollll)OllenI Illodol olll.I)Ul, d_lta _'ll't! !}_ne-
'i, ral:ed, stm'_,d in th(, col,put.er iIlelnory, alld indexed utlder the
" C011tt'ol of ihe dal:il 111aI1_1!101". 1-hey lllay subseque,tly he. written :.
t.o disc or tape_.
:: e At al_)propriate p()inl..,; in tn'O_lram (_xe.cut.ion, the (_ul.put data are
retrieved from :;torage and printed or plot,f(.:d.
., A program s lructure of this kind rep|'ese.ts a compromise between minimizing
'i
_ computer RAM memory size and progr_m_execution costs. As the data bank
sizing and data manager execution costs become clearer, an optimum memory
field will become definable.
3.3.1 C_91,Put.er._l U_9_ug_e
Prior to coding, considerat.io,will be (livento th_ selection and use
of computer langua_.le., llowever, unless significant advantages a|'e found in
' one of the other scientific langua_les, F'ORI'RAN77 will be used. It is felt
that this lan_.luage is the richest in aw_ilable internal functions, and the
most commonly understood oF all languages in use in the scientific and "
engineering communit.y.
3.3.2 lli_da lormat_
--'_ Consi derai ion i/i I 1 aI so be qi ven l.o the devel Oplllent o f a progralll cent rol
format l_a_ed upon M[.NLIselection of p|-o_ira111functions. This is desirable on
systems containiml CR1 d'isl_lays, and i.he polenlial advantages of such a system
in t.e.rm,_of u_er simplivity and compati¿_ility :ire _It'eal enou(.lh to deserve
considerat ion.
3.,I.3 th'!_ram l)evelolm!_,l
Fi_.Iurv 3-4 _JIoW!.; a !,U_.lqe,,l.ed !.uhedul,, for mmh,l and dala l_a,,e dew, lop-
lllell[. This ',Lhedule i!; llexihl(,, (llld i,, _apal_le el r_,,.,ix_ndimI to variatim_s ill
- funding Jvailability, NASA l)rioril.v oF inl_-,r_,,,I and olher lacIor,_. It _,hould.
. how_,ver tol l_w the !i_,iil, i',11 tluw _I l iq_ll'_, 3-5, ,_lld i,; ';[lh.i(,vl to uerl.ain
Lonslrainl_, upoll [he (_l'Jer in whiuh lhe v,_ri_u', I_Ii,_,;_,,, ul lhe effurt are
_.arr ied out.
., , . r-:
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._D_r iy_e__i_P_ro__r am Dp-v e I op_me_nt
It will be necessary to complete a detailed definition of the driver program,
data base structure, and data manager before beginning coding of the indi-
vidual models of power subsystem components. Failure to do this could result
in severe incompatibility between component models and the driver which
operates them. Coding of the driver can be delayed, to some extent, but
should have been completed and debugged prior to their first attempt at
running an all-up power subsystem model tesL.
Model Oevel opn}e_nt
Models may be divided into two categories: existing models which require
only adaptation to the program structure, and new or improved models which
require development. New model development follows the flow of Figures 3-6
through 3-10, proceeding through trade studies to select the approach to be
used, development of the mathematical or logical algorithm, and coding.
Trade studies and algorithm development can be done prior to or concurrently
with the program structure development. Coding must await the development
of program and data bus structure before it can be accomplished efficiently.
Component models are independent and modular, so that updating a component
model does not require changing the code of the executive program.
Data Base Development
For those models whose concepts are well understood, a data acquisition
program can be initiated independently of the development of the final model
code. However, where the model algorithms have yet to be developed, the
form of the data required, and in some cases the kind of data required, to
provide an input to the model are unknown or ill-defined. For these cases,
it will be necessary to defer the development of a data acquisition program
until the algorithm to be used has been defined, Data base acquisition
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_ e SUGGESTEDORDER OF TESTING
ii t EFFICIENCY/$OC
t HEAT GENERATION/PRESSURE
I CYCLING PULSED LOAD/CHARGING
- AC MODELING
I AGE-LIFE
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DATA BASE ACQUISITION - SOLAR ARRAYS
l
_)"
'_ II SUGGESTEDORI)ER OF TESTING
::, I RADIATION DAMAGE, PROTON DOMINATED ORBITS
'" II COVER GLASS AGING_ ADHESIVE AGING
I--2"
11 TRANSIENT RESPONSE
_), 0 THERMAL CYCLING BEYOND 5 YEARS (> 30,000 CYCLES)
[7 I SPACE PLASMA INTERACTION
,-_
i_. II CONCENTRATORARRAYS
I SPECTR._L REFLECTANCE OF SPECIFIC COATINGS
:_ II HIS-ALIGNMENT AFFECTS
' ,,.'_' EX THERMAL EFFECTS ON CONESs CELLS AND STRUCTURE








_-il' DATA BASE ACQUISITION - SHUNT REGULATORS
SUGGESTEDTESTING 1
t,
• NEW DEVICES - ELEMENT PARAMETERLIBRARY t





I DEVELOP ELEMENT PARAMETERLIBRARY
l FOR DIGITAL SHUNTS_ DEVELOP METHODS IN TIME DOMAIN









e SUGGESTED ORDER OF TESTING





















Solar Array Switching A-6
Shunt Regulator A-6
DC-DC Converters A-lO
The following abbreviations are used in the references:
IECEC, Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference
IEEE, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
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